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Earth's Birthday TodciY?

ma~;s1~te;~r:i&~o~f1=~~~~~~

CARLOS MONTOYA, world-famous
warms up in the Green Room of the Concert Hall for his performance Saturday night. The concert, co-sponsored by the Cultural Program Committee of the Associated Students and tl)e Concert Hall,
saw about 900 people turn out to hear what Concert Hall Director
William J. Martin described as "a beautiful performance, which was
just what we expected." (Photo by Pawley)
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Union Foreign Film Series

I
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'Gospel' Termed Realistic,
Lacks l-leston, l-luge Cast

By YVONNE LOPEZ
Playing to a primarily postFerlinghetti audience, "The Gosr pel According to St. Matthew''
t was a notable contrast to the
far-out San Francisco beat poet's
readings Friday.,
The simple . story of Christ's
life according :to Matthew consisted of a cast of unknowns, and
· was noted by a member of Ute
audience as J?eing "One of the
only
existing . religious epics
1
f, without Charleton Heston and a
~· cast of thousands."
j.
Shown in Italian with English
sub-titles, the .picture presented a
• realistic view of the age-old story.
Although the story line is well
'
known and an ... occasional "I
, know what's going :to happen next,
'cause I read the book" could be

f

f

l
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heard, the black and white presentation gave the viewer an opportunity to compare this religious film with its contemporaries.
Dedicated to the memory of
Pope John XXIII, the film was
directed by Pier Paolo Pasolinian avow;ed Communist. This picture is part of the Foreign Film
Series this semester presented by
the UNM Union Program Directorate in the Union Theater.
Scheduled in the theater on
Nov. 3 will be "The Seventh
Seal" (Swedish); Nov. 10, "Moment of Truth" (Spanish); Nov.
1'7, "The Three-Penny Opera"
(G.erman); Dec. 1, "Juliet of the
Spirits" (Italian); Dec. 8, "Joan
of the Angels" (Polish) ; Dec. 15,
"Yojimbo" (Japanese); Jan. 5,
"Galia" (French); Jan. 12, "The
Ballad of a Soldier'' (Russian).

Today, Oct. 23, marks the
5,971st anniversary of the creation of the world according to
studies made in the Middle Ages
by a Catholic archbishop.
The .Archbishop of Ussher not
only was precise enough to say
that the earth was formed on
Oct. 23, 4004 B.C. but in addition
he said creation took place at
9 a.m.
Evidence on display in the
UNM Geological Museum shows
the archbishop to have miscalculated by more than one billion
years.
Scientists still have not fixed a
definite year-or even a definite
millenium-for the creation of the
earth, but the oldest fossils on display at the Museum indicate that
life existed on earth 1.5 billion
years ago.
These fossils are nondescript
hunks of rock-like material found
in Michigan, Montana, and Minnesota, and are remnants of PreCambrian lime-secreting algae or
seaweed.
"A fossil is the remains of a
plant or animal, or the record of
its presence, ;preserved from the
geologic past in the rocks of the
earth," a Museum display explains. Fossils are classified according to their mode of preservation, and examples of each type
are displayed.
The Museum's fossil exhibits
are divided into two series: a
paleontologic or biologic series
based on biological classifications
of geologically -significant plants
and animals, and a stratigraphic
or chronological series surveying
the continuous history of living
earth forms.
One display in the biologic
series includes fossils, models,
and information about members
of the Phylum Chordata, subphylum Vertebrata. The display includes a shark jaw one foot in
diameter, which contains 400
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FOR SALE: 100% human hnir hand tied
fall Very close to blonde. Excellent condition. Make olfer. Phone 255-4207 after
5 p.m. 10/18, 19, 20, 23.

PERSONALITY POSTERS, PSYCHA~
DELlC POSTERS & BUTTONS. If
don't have them" then you don,t want
them. Send for samPles and list, MA•
DAM BUTTERFLY'S Gift Shop, 4609
E. Colfax, Denver, Colorado. 80220.
:

1960 SUNBEAM ALPINE roadster. New
top, interior, and paint. Complete engine overhaul. also transmission. Two
new tir..,, wire wheels. After 5 p.m.
call 255-8474. 10/18, 19, 20, 2S.

BEST FOOD on camptis, Eat at Th~
College Inn. Limited number of meal
tickets now available. Priced "" low 1111
$2.75 per daY. Phone 243-2891. · ·"
:

866 Votes Cast

MORNING ride wanted from vicinity of
Rio Bravo and Isleta SW daily or occasionally. Call 877·8172. 10/20, 23, 25,
~0.

TRANSPORTATION
WANTED: A passenger, in light single
engine airplane to go to Los Angeles on
Oct. 25 or Oct. 26 and return Oct. 29.
40 round trip. Call 247-4085 after 4 p.m.
4 p.m.
LOST
LOST: Men's black wullet between chemIstry bldg. and College Inn. Reward of·
fered. Call 247·2578. 10/18, 19, 20, 23.

USED CYCLES: 1964 BMW $450; 1967
150cc Suzuki $295 : 1964 Bianchi $100.
Cycle Sport, 1820 Lomas NE. 10/19, 20,
23, 25.
LOVELY white brick front home. S b4.
rm,, dining room, 1'l4 bntha, den. Near
freeways~ 15 min, to Univ. Many ex-

H.

..,.

size 2 car garage. Fully landscaped,
front & hack sprinklers. Listed nt FHA
appraisal. Owner leaving N. Mex. Cull
299-5866. 10/18 contd.
PLAYBOY Student Rate $6.50, save $3.00.
Orc!er several Christmas gift subscrip.
tiona now. Call student rep. 247-9082.
-·
10/19, 20, 23, 25.
MUST SELL-1966 BSA Mark' ll Spitfir~
$900. Call 242·6919. - .
• '
,

I
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SERVICES
TYPEWRITER Sales & S~rvlces, aU
makes. 20 percent discount "With this a<t
Free pickup and delivery. Open until 8
p.m. on Monday & thursdB)I. E & E
Typewriter Service, 2217 Coal SEl, Phon~
243-0588.
'
PERSONAX.S

FOR SALE
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4 Elected to Fill
Senate Vacancies
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OlllfOUr COURSES with.; ...~·
Barnes 1. Noble Educational-Paperbacks

COLLEGE
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The SINS of the FLESHAPOIDS
Directed by Mike Kuchar-A love story that takes place a million years in the future
in a land that abandons all mechanical knowledge of a sophisticated society and
plunges itself into an abyss of _erotic pleasure and childlike self·indulgence. A
lavish production filmed in vivid and lush colors, with a climax that has to be seen
to be believed.

r

Results of Monday's special
Student Senate election were announced yesterday by Elections
Committee Chairman Kathleen
Rail.
Elected to fill four senate vacancies were Ray Schowers, Sigma Alpha Epsilon; Suzanne Ralls,
Chi Omega; Butch Witcher, Phi
Gamma Delta; and Ross Perkal,
Alpha Kappa Lambda.
A total of 866 voters cast ballots in what Chairman Rail termed "a pretty good turnout for a
special election." The new senators will take office after teachers' convention break and remain
in office until the next regular
election in December.
Final totals were: Ray Schowers, 480; Suzanne Ralls 427;
Butch Witcher, 398; Ross Perkal,
361; Marilyn Miller, 335; JoAnne
Hisey, 193; Dan Armstrong, 148;
and Marla Mortenson, 115.

ganization. We are interested in
colored. people around the world,
and we will achieve victory by
any means," he said.
·When asked what he meant by
victory, Ricks replied, "complete
liberation from our oppressors.''
The ·Lobo asked Ricks whether
he thought there was any place

ANTHROPOLOGY'
ART
BUSINESS
DRAMA
ECONOMICS
EDUCATION
ENGINEERING
ENGLISH

Student government representatives from nine New Mexico colleges and universities will meet
at the New Mexico Association
of College Student Governments
convention in Ruidoso Nov. 3-5,
the assoeiation's president, Tom
Joule of UNM announced I as t
week.
Representatives from UNM,
New Mexico State University,
Eastern New Mexico University,
Western New Mexico University,
Highlands University, College of
Santa Fe, University of Albuquerque, New Mexico Tech, and the
College of Artesia, will be present
at the convention.
"Breaching the communications
gap between our state government and our college and university governments will be the main
theme of the convention," Joule
said.
"The Association is. the repre·
sentative body of s~udent govern·
ment in New Mexico, and we
will concentrate on mutual awareness between state government,
local government, and student
governments in devising pro-

grams directly related to students," he said.
Lieutenant Governor E. Lee
Francis, G. Y. Fails of the Albuquerque Chamber of Commerce,
and Bernalillo County State Representative J. M. "Mel" Eaves are
among the planned speakers at
the convention.
Discussion of state government,
Chamber of Commerce involvement in student affairs, the National Student Association's intemational travel programs, and
the establishment of a student
lobby at the state legislature in
Santa Fe were cited by Joule as
primary concerns of the convention.
UNM will send a delegation of
eight to the convention. The selection of delegates is pending.

Union Secretary

· There ' is· iiif opening for a
secretary on tho Union Pro·
gram Directorate. Anyone interested should apply in the
Activities Center of the Union.
This is a volunteer job.

Compared to students in other
universities, UNM freshmen are
older, don't plan to get married
in college, don't want to join the
Peace Corps, and don't go to
church.
These are some results of a
four-page questionnaire given to
1'759 incoming college students
last year.

The report was released in the
September issue of the Alumni
magazine by Harold Lavender,
vice president for student affairs.
The results of the questionnaire
were run through a computer
along with results from 306 other
universities and colleges by the
office of research of the American
Council on Education.
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START RIQHT..... bU4
4our Outlines· and Handbooks";. ;,
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KENNETH ANGER'S

SCORPIO RISING
The Crazy Cycle Set
EXTRA ADDED ATIRACTION

MEHLHOP and DEAN
Ballads For Hallowe'en
OCTOBER 31 - HALLOWE'EN EVE
Films shown at 7:00 and 9:00
ADMISSION BY EXPERIMENTAl FilM SUBSCRIPTION OR

ADULTS 1•.50 - STUDENTS 1.00

No Chil.dren Please
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Participation for a second year in Homecoming
activities at UNM has earned a special commun·
ity diviai()ll first place award for a family at 1603
Sigma Chi Road NE. Bob Barber, UNM senior
and member of Phi Kappa Alpha fraternity,
awarded the children a special cup and cenifieate
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The relat~onship between black power anrl chicano power was tJw
topic of discussion in a KUNM special program Friday night. Shown
here in KUNM studios, from left, are Willy Ricks, SNCC Atlanta
representative, Mary Barela, SNCC field secretary, and Felix Martin•
ez, member of the Federal Alliance of Free City States. A "peace
treaty'' to prevent violence in the future between Afro-Americans
and Spanish-Americans was signed over the weekend at the convention of the Alianza Federal de Pueblos Libres at the Civic Auditorium.

Revolution-

Seen

In Deans' Offices
This is one prediction by Dr.
During the next decade, increasing militancy by college stu- Sidney Rosenblum after study in
California as a fellow in acadents may result in the offices of demic
administration. The p~
dean of men and dean of women gram is sponsored by the Amerbecoming obsolete as they now ican Council on Education and
financed by the Ford Foundation.
function.
Dr. Rosenblum is an associate
professor of psychology at UNM
and from 1963 to 1966 was an
assistant dean of the Graduate
School.
No Sudden Changes·
The average age of incoming
He foresees no sudden or dra•
UNM freshmen is 19.5 years com- matic changes after spending a
pared to a national average of year at the administrative level
16.3. Lavender said this may be of San Diego State College. He
attributed to the larger number observed both the University of
of veterans at UNM.
California system and the state
The survey showed that 84.4 per college system of California.
cent of the incoming students
Greater militancy on the part
are from public schools while the of faculty is another of his prenational average is 86.8. UNM dictions, particularly concerning
seems to derive more of its stu- salaries and working conditions •
dents
fro m
denominational He noted that nine state colle~ll
schools, particularly Catholic. in California have accepted colFor UNM there were 35.7 per lective bargaining.
cent Catholic students versus a
The federal government will
25.8 national average.
support higher education to a
Lavender described the person- greater extent, Dr. Rosenblum
ality profile of the average stu- predicts.
dent.
And higher education will inHe wants to be an authority in cline toward the cluster college
his field, obtain recognition by his -small learning centers at large
peers, keep up with political af. universities, he ·asserts.
Enthusiastic over the added ...
fairs, be well-off financially, and
succeed in his own business or perspective that his year gave
him, Dr. Rosenblum said, "Uniprofession, he said.
1
versities
can't be run like social
He doesn t want to perform or
clubs.
They
are big business. .
compose music, be an expert on
"Two
hundred
new college pres·
finance, or join the Peace Corps
idents
are
needed
each yeat.
or VISTA.
Large
numbers
of
well-trained
Compared to his counterparts in
other institutions of higher learn- professionals will be needed • • ,
to manage the
ing, Joe or Jill UNM attends
academic
entfw,
more ballets, argues with other
p
r
i
s
e
succesS.:
students, goes to movies, drinks
fully," he says .
beer, and types his homework.
He sees these
He doesn't take naps, write
&dmini
strators
articles for the school papers, or
facing t h e s e
attend church.
problems:
- "Fantastic
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111!11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
growth in enrollFiesta Chairman
ment.''
- "More in•
Persons interested in apply·
Dr. Sidney
volvement
and
ing for Fiesta chairman may
Rosenblum
·
control
of
state
pick up applications in the
institutions by outside agencies
Activities Center of the Union.
and superboards."
.
The applications will extend
-"Pressures from students,
until Friday, Nov. 3, and
faculty, and the communitY to
should be submitted to the
meet needs of each group." In /.'
Rally Commit!:ee box.
(Continued on page 6)
ftlllllllllillllniUIWIIIUUIUIIIIIIIII\1111111ftiWIDIIIIllllllllmllil~l1\mlllll

U. Frosh Older, Different

lt is a monument assembled to glorify Hollywood and the star image."-Kuchar.

PLUS

I

9 N M Schools to Attend
Ruidoso Leadership Meet

.,, ,, .

POLITICAL SCIENCE·
PSYCHOLOGY .
RECREATIONS
SCIENCE
SOCIOLOGY
SPEECH
STUDY AIDS

I

Student Governments

OVER 140 TITLES IN A WIDE RANGE OF SUBJECTS
including
ETIQUETTE
GOVERNMENT
HANDICRAFTS
HISTORY
LANGUAGES
MATHEMATICS
MUSIC
PHILOSOPHY

I

for the white man in his movement. "We will work with any.
one who wants to overcome our
oppressors," he answered,
"We're going to move anything
that gets in our way from LBJ
to Lurleen Wallace. We do not
abide by the white man's laws;
we didn't make them," he said.

EVERYDAY HANDBOOKS
~'

From The UNDERGROUND

•

II

. and

PRESENT

~

SNCC Representative Predicts More

tras. w/w carpets, drapes, heated over...

TRANSPORTATION WANTED

Il
I
I

WANT ADS
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:·
4 line ad., 66'-4 times, ,2.00. Insertions
must be submitted by noon on day before
publication to Room 159, Student Publications Building, or telephone 277-4002 or
277-4102.

EXICO

. '"

I'

Prof. Ralph d'Arge of the UNM
economics department .will speak
on "Reallocation of Water Resources in the Pecos Basin: Problems in Theory and Policy'' at a
meeting of the UNM Geography
Club Oct. 24 at 8 p.m. in the Alert
Center.

THE CULTURAL PROGRAM COMMITTEE

EW

By C. REYNOLDS'
"By next year white people
will be praying for another Detroit."
Willy Ricks, Atlanta SNCC
representative, told this to The
Lobo in an interview Saturday
at the Civic Auditor.ium, site of
the Alianza Federal de Pueblos
Libres convention.
The two-day convention involved former members of the Federal Alliance of Land Grants, several other Southwestern SpanishAmerican civil rights groups, and
black power organizations from
around the country and the Caribbean area.
Ricks silid he was in Albuquerque in support of the "National
Liberation Front in New Mexico
and Texas." He added that SNCC
Chairman H. Rap Brown had hoped to attend the convention, but
was unable to receive permission
from authorities to leave New
York.
"Detroit was a holiday. It's going to be a long, hot winter; by
next year white people will be
praying for another Detroit,"
Ricks said.
"We are a human rights or-

AND
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Phosphorescence exhibit, a sp~
cial display case containing rock,
miperal, ·and ore samples, demo!Jstrates chemical traits of certain
mineral ingredients. Different
rocks take on various eecy tints
when ordinary: white. light, longwave ultra-violet light; or shortwave ultra-violet light are shown
on them.
:
Prof. Stuart Northrop;- chairman of the UNM geillO'gy"department, is curator of the Museum,
which is located in room 10'1 of tlie
geology building.

Geography Club

CONCERT HALL

j.

teeth, fish fossils imprinted in
rock, the cast of an amphibian
skull preserved in a rock, and the
skeleton of a frog.
The chronological series includes
descriptions of Mesozoic Era
tmammals - dinosaurs, sabertoothed tigers, and mammoths.
Models have been reconstructed
of dinosaura and other reptiles,
and there are samples of a sabertoothed tiger's canine tooth, a
mastodon's jaw, 11nd a wooly
mammoth's tooth.
The Museum's Fluorescence-

v. 7 /'M·;}3

for the house decorations set up in their front
yard. With Barber in the front are Becky, Heidi,
and Philip Bundy with Vickie Kuntz and Tommy
Bundy in the back row. The Bundys are children
of Dr. Wayne Bundy, p r o g r a. m manager of
KN~E-TV at UNM, and Mrs. Bundy.
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Expl?ring . Spells Fun
l For U NM s Grot:t:o Group
By PAUL B. SLACK
Do you enjoy camping, hiking,
and being out-of-doors? , How
about observing scenery more
beautiful than the human mind
can imagine?· If you don't mind
getting a bit dirty, there's
group on campus just for you.
Sandi Grotto means spelunking,
and spelunking means fun.
In 1940, a small group of peoWtl in Washington, D.C. decided
to form an organi.zation to further
their common interest-the exploration and study of caves.
They called themselves the National Speleological Society, and
' the name was almost bigger than
the organization.
Has 3500 Members
Since then, the Society bas
grown to more than 3500 members in all parts of the world.
Local chapters, called grottos,
exist in nearly every major city
in the United States. Sandia Grotto is one such chapter.
Sandia Grotto was formed in
1958 by only a half-dozen interested people. Since then, the
membershi]} has grown to over
50. Anybody who is interested
~n joining the Grotto is invited
to sit in on the bi-monthly meetings of the club.
The increasing exploration of
caves necessitates measures to
protect the geological and biological rarities found underground.
All members are expected to
pledge that they will do nothing
that would deface, mar, harm, or
otherwise spoil the natural beauty
of a cave.
Preservation Stressed
1\ll:embers can aid in this conservation program by explaining
to all those interested in caving
the absolute necessity of preserving caves intact. The Grotto's
motto is "take nothing but pictures; leave nothing but footprints."
...,. The Grotto is very safety-conscious. A Red Cross first aid
training course is taught each
year to interested members. AI-

a

though a first-aid kit is taken on
all trips, members are taught to
be cautious and alert, thus preventing possible accidents.
Climbing Safer Than Streets
A climbing school is also held
each year by the Grotto. The
purpose of the school is to acquaint people with using ropes
both ascending and descending,
the use of knots, and a safety
line.
It is actually safer to climb
down a rope using a safety line
than it is to cross the street.
Spelunking is a relatively safe
sport, but one must use proper
equipment. Mandatory items for
Grotto trips are a hard hat; three
independent sources of light-a
carbide lamp, a flashlight, and a
candle, rugged clothing; and
boots. Tennis shoes do not provide
the foot protection and ankle support that is necessary in most
caves. Other items to assure safety and comfort include a pack,
first-aid kit, knee pads (which I
thinnk should be considered mandatory), gloves, and a knife.
Caves Long, Narrow
Caves are not what people often imagine. Many envision caves
with huge caverns, but most
caves consist mainly of long, narrow tunnels, some only crawlways where the caver must crawl
on his hands and knees over very
rough terrain. Note the previous
reference to kneepads.
Even smaller than the crawl-

ways are the keyholes, passages
connecting larger tunnels on different layers. They are just wide
enough to squeeze through feetfirst. The passage may drop off
anywhere from a few feet to
twenty.
There are two main classification of caves, horizontal and vertical. The horizontal caves contain fairly level passages, while
the verticle caves have drops and
chimneys ranging up to 200 feet
and more.
Trip Planned
The Grotto is planning a fourday excursion into the Guadalupe
mountains near Carlsbad for the
weekend of the NMEA convention. From the camp, groups will
spread out to explore some of the
many caves in the rugged wilderness. One group will head towards
Carlsbad Caverns for any interested members who haven't been
there before. The others shall explore caves in the immediate vicinity,
There are both horizontal and
vertical caves in the Guadalupe
Range. The drops in the vertical
caves reach 240 feet.
Sandia Grotto has also scheduled two other trips this semester.
On Nov. 4-5, the Grotto will explore Park Ranch Cave east of
the Guadalupes. Over the Thanksgiving vacation, Nov. 23-26, the
Grotto will journey to Chiricahua
Crystal Cave in southeastern Arizona.
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Sil'\ce 1938 -The Favorite
of Albuquerqueans. TRY IT!!!

DINNER
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BELL

3900 Central Ave. East

Albuquerque, N.M.
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By TOM GARCIA
·. A pledge walkout which'result.,ed in a, cross-country marathon
drive f~;om Chicago to Joliet .Ill.
, ~ Chicago again, and badk ·
· ·Albuquerque' :was won this weekend by the pledge class of Phi
$igma Kappa for the first time in
five years.
The · walkout, a traditional
event by· the pledge class, requires that the president and
one other active be kidnapped by
·pledges and held hostage for a
30-hour period.
This year the pledges decided
that their president, Jim Melton
should be kidnapped during hi~
senior trip to pharmace11tical
houses in Chicago.
.
The three Phi Sig pledges, Hal
Ratclift', Don Dixon, and Don
Robinson, drove to Chicago, held
on to their president only · long
enough for him to break loose
from his handcuffs and board a
train, joining his fellow UNM
students on their trip home.
Melton, feeling secure, sent a
telegram to his fellow active
brothers in Albuquerque, telling
them he had successfully eluded
the walkout.
A short while later Melton was
pursued by the pledges to the
clubcar of the train, removed,
and taken back to Chicago, then
driven to Albuquerque in his
skivvies.
During all this action, another
active, Dave Hake, was being"held
hostage in the Ponderosa area of
the Jemez mountains. Hake was
•
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Report
to your
local wing
commander
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If you're on a blanket party
or something, carrying along a
glass is pretty clumsy. But
when it's convenient, we think
it's a shame not to use one.
Keeping Budweiser
inside the bottle or
can is missing half
the fun.
Those tiny bubbles
getting organized at the
top of your glass have a lot
to do with taste and aroma.
Most beers have carbonation
pumped in mechanically. Not
Budweiser. We go to a barrel
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In Alpha Kappa Psi
Alpha Kappa Psi, professional
business and economic honorary,
will hold its fall initiation ceremonies tonight at the Western
Skies Motor Hotel.
Pledges to be initiated are:
Bob Barber, Angel Carbello, Bill
Cleary, Kelly Crawford, Richard
Green, AI Lucero, A. J. Martinez,
Dan MeCarthey, Juan Montoya,
John Potts, Tom Rogers, Henry
Ruhl, and John Slenes.
Easier Ironing
To make ironing easier, a new
ironing board cover which is impregnated with nickel stainless
steel has been developed. Smooth
and scorch-free, the cover reflects heat so that fabrics can be
pressed at lower iron temperatures.
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BANKRUPT SALE

Everything to be sold by Oct. 31
Open 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

Sale Conducted By
W. P. Stanley, Trustee

ANHEUSER·IlUSCII, INC. • ST. LOUIS • NEWARK • LOS ANGELES • TAMPA • HOUSTON

•

112 OFF

112 OFF

On all men's clothing ~ Shirts, Pants, Coats, Ties, Shoes, Mock Turtle Neck
Pullovers.
Well known namas such as Play Bay, Van Heusen, Camaby Mod, Tom Jones,
Klngsman's, Bali·Hi·Koclel •

Airline«, Inc•

•

I

1
l,_n_.,_,_H_,._,,_,,_,,_,,_,_,_,_,_,__,_,_,,_,_,_,_
~~-

I
i

at 7320 Central S.E.

••.the all-jet airline

legl

Son~::,t:ur

....

Clothing Store

Welcome
to the world ot
Trans World Airlines·

,

Fashions new

112 OFF

•

up

Liquidation of Bull's Toggery

P. S. Attention College Bands, Combos, 'Vocal Groups. Don't
forget the National Championships nt the 1968 Intercollegiate
Jazz Festival sponsored W TWA. For information write: l:JF
Box 246, Miami Beach, Florida 33139.
'

o~oservl~e mark owned exeluelvclx b:v 'l'•·ane World

..

l:

UNIVERSITY SHELL.

Prize-Winning Rocks
Displayed in Museum

I

~

He has command
of a 172-jet fleet and
the whole world of.
TWA. He's waiting
to set you up for an
adventure-any place
in the u'. S., Europe, Asia or Africa.
If you're shopping for facts and figures
or a 50/50 Club card, good for half fare
travel in the U.S., he's the man to see.
You know what they say about all work
and no play. So call Joe at 242-5540. And
start packing.

.. .best reason in the world to drink beer

I

(

I'

Budweise:c

:i

...

of trouble and expense to let
Budweiser create its own bubbles with the natural carbonation of Beechwood Ageing. So
you really can't blame us for
wanting you to get it at its
best, can you?
Just for fun, pour your
next four or five bottles of Bud~ into a
glass. If you don't
agree that the extra
taste, clarity and
aroma make a big difference,
go back to the bottle.
We won't say another word.

'

Breat~er

HORSEBACK RIDING

JOSEPH ALARID

I

Clean Oil

YAF Distributing
Cut-Rate Passes

•rwA Campus Representative
I

Oil Change ~·Super

At Newman Center

ON CAMPUS
NOV.l &2

Should you drink beer
straight from the bottle?

FALL SAFETY SPECIAL

Trialogue· To be Held

INTERVIEWING

I

II

I
.

PATRONIZE LOBO ADVERTISERS~\

Shell Motor Oil
Cap
captured ·atter a amall scuflle ·at . who kidnapped · him .later joined
Lubrication
or
Rotate
Check
Air CIQaner
the Kappa Kappa Gamma house the other group in the Jemez
Tires
Pressure Test Radiator
Saturday afternoon,
·
mountains to await out the final
U ~··Che,ck All Tires
Cap
Hake was approached by a. po- · moments;
Inspect Shock
Test Radiator Hoses·
Absorber• & I:Khaust
Melton's pledge class was the
and Fan Belt
lice officer at the Kappa house
.
System
. ·
Check and Test Battei'Y
last
one
to
win
a
.
walkout
until
late Saturday and told he was
· Pack :Front Wheel ;
Clecin ·and lnspec;t
being questioned on a narcotics · this year.
Bearings
· Battei'Y Cables
iseue. ·When· the officer got Hake
Inspect Brakes
Check Windshield
outside another group of Phi Sig
. .Check Master Brake
Washer Fluid
pledge's handcuffed; and blind, Cylinder
Inspect Wiper Blade•
Check PCV System
folded him and took him to the
and Arms
BLANKET
Check All Ughts
mountains, where they stayed for
THIS OFFER EXPIRES ON DEC. 1, 1967
30 hours.
by BIBB
Melton and the three pledges
A "trialogue" will be featured
72" X 90"
at the Newman Center on Reforwith Fall Safety Special
mation Sunday, Oct. 29, at 7
2720 Central S.E.
p.m.
842-9148
A "trialogue" is a three-person
General Tires
OPEN 24 HOURS Gold Bond Stamps
discussion. Pastor Richard Elliot
J:?uring the NMEA recess UNM of Luther House, Reverend Harry
students will be able to attend Johns of Geneva House, and
performances of Vincente Ro- Father James Barnett of the
mero and his flamenco dance com- Newman Center will participate.
pany with special student dis- Students will help with readings,
count passes being distributed by responses, prayers, and lectures,
Young Americans for Freedom and commentators will help with
the topic, "One Church for One
(YAF).
World."
The passes, worth $1 toward
A common recitation of the Apadmission fees, are being dis- sotlc's Creed and the Lord's Praytributed by YAF on the mall near er, as well as the Kiss of Peace
the north entrance of the Union or the Greeting of Peace will be
and are free to all UNM students featured among the members of
with an I.D. card.
the congregation of the interRomero, who is originally from faith service.
Santa Fe, and his troupe-will apDIVISION OF' REATA RANCHES, INC.
pear nightly through Nov, 1 at
Special Rates to
the Robin Hood Inn. PeiformCampus Organizations
ance times are 9:15 and 11:30
p.m.
UNM Students with ID Cards Will Receive 25% Discount on
This service is the first underHorseback Riding fridays.
taken by a UNM political group
Winning rock displays from
Four Hills Ranch Road SE
for the benefit of the students, a
299-7078
tl!.e
1967 New Mexico State Fair
YAF spokesman said _yesterday•
are on exhibit in the UNM Geology Museum.
Park~~R~a; E~t;~c~,
The display was prepared by r~4 ~e~~:;-;:·;,-"_"_,_.,_,_,_,_,
members of the Albuquerque Gem
and Mineral Club, many of whom
won prizes at the fair. Among
them are George Tennant, club
president, who placed first at the
fair in general lapidary.
The museum is open from 8
a.m. to 10 p;m. weekdays and
from 8 a.m. until noon on Saturdays.

TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS
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Phi Sig Pledges Top Actives
To Win Traditional Walkout:

,.... "",.

r~Cave
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LETTERS
Regents Compli:mented
Editor's note: Copies of this
letter were sent to the UNM Re·
gents; New Mexico Governor
D11vid Cargo; John Gardner, Secretllry of He11lth, Edueation and
Welfare; and others. The letter
was signed by Richard L. Elliott,
president of the Association of
University Religious Advisors.

r'

Dear Editor:
The Association of University
ReYt:ious Advisers wishes ~0
commend the Regents for the1r
adroit handling of the recent

The Rowan Column
Shadow-Boxing at St1aw Men

r

l

'

~

'

.

t

,

~

1

•
'

~

,,···

.
t.

T: ROWAN

WASHINGTON - "Beggars
can't be choosey."
That is the substance of what
Sen. Wayne Morse and Iike-thinkiJ!g Americans keep urging the
State Department to say to Peru
and other Latin American countries.
And it ,is precisely this insulting nonsense, growing out of illconsidered notions of liberalism,
that is going to plunge the United
States into deeper and deeper
trouble in Latin America.
I am referring specifically to
t h e weeks of haggling over
whether the U.S. ought to sell
Northrop F-5A fighter planes to
Peru, Brazil, and other Latin
countries.

* * *
and some

Morse
of his colleagues constant I y fulminate
about an "arms race" in Latin
America. They imply that the
selfish oligarchies in these coun...
tries are taking milk out of the
mouths of babes by· squandering
the continent's resources on mili·
tary toys for over-powerful armies and air forces. ·
Critical as I am, on some
counts, of the Latin American
oligarchy and the military rulers,
the truth is that Morse and colleagues are mostly shadow-boxing
at straw men.
Sol M. Linowitz, liiinself a distinguished liberal an_d
envoy
to the Organization of American
States, said this tO the InterAmerican Press AJ!ilociation last
Thuraday:
"Latin America spends less on
arms than any other part of the
world, Approximately 90 per cent
of its military expenditures is for
upkeep of military and defense
establishments, and only 10 per
,cent is for acquisition of new mil·
•itaey equipment. In fact, in the
past 20 years defense budgets as
a proportion of total expenditures
have dropped 50 •.Jier cent."

u.s.

'

'.·" ' .

* .:.'5',· ..•

~- second , el!rbt1 ~he Moraecrowd' makes IS ~~!lt 1t. shows a
lack. of knowled~ pf hu~an nature.. •It is absuf'f .~to thmk any
f.atin country is gjifrig to be' with.. out a ·military .mac}line -·surely
·" not . after the Cuban experience.
And civilian lead~r!J'.are going to
have to keep the military leaders
, .reasonably pacifted in order to
maintain civiliari control an d
move steadily away from the patllA!tic old days of military coups
and counter-coups. And no mili-

EDITOR

Health, Education, and Welfare
request for racial information
from UNM.
We do understand the intention
of the HEW request to find out if
compliance with civil rights laW'll
is being obtained in those universities that utilize federal funds.
On the other hand, UNM has declared its intention to be an
"open" university by removing all
requests for information on racial
and cultural background from admission papers, leaving academic
acumen and financial ability as
qualifications for entrance. To re-

l''''

By CA~t

TO THE

turn to the old system of solicitation of racial information would
be to set us back 20 years and
hold the problem of segregation
even longer before our eyes.
We note the rising policy in
federal circles forcing institutions
and businesses to reflect the racial diversity of their geographic
area in student body and work
force. We hope the Regents will
never be put in a position of having to show 10 per cent of this
race., 14% per cent of that race
and 6 per cent of this cultural
group in residence in order to
obtain federal funds. This would
be segregation in reverse. ·
Again, our commendation to
you and the Regents, If we can
be of assistance to you in this
matter, please feel free to call
upon us.
Richard Elliott

Convention Against LBJ
Dear Editor:
If you are interested in formtary leader is going to stay paci- ing a "counter-convention" in EI
fied if his forces are limited to Paso, Texas, this Friday and
horses and buggies while the rest Saturday, meet in the mall in
of the world flies supersonic jets. front of the Union at 9 a.m. Fri..
Thus it is the most reasonable day,
thing in the world for Peruvian
Here are the facts: LBJ is goleaders to try to buy the F-5, a ·,
more-or-less supersonic fighter, to ing to El Paso to generously rereplace their obsolete, dangerous turn to Mexico a little strip of
aircraft.
land. At the same time Johnson
*
*
*
But Morse and other congress- has convened a group to discuss
men have urged the U.S. to adopt the Spanish-Americans' "proba policy of denial of such aircraft lems.'' People like Senator Monto countries like Peru and Brazil. toya have been invited to this
The argument, noble on its convention.
face, is that people are hungry in
The people who are really in
all these countries, so it .is sinful
to waste meager resources on contact with the "problems" have
planes and other arms.
been totally ignored. These are
The trouble is that it is the the leaders of the working people,
United States that is the big
waster of resources on tools of the ones who do the suffering,
death and destruction. And the caused by these ''problems.'' They
U.S. has .more impoverished peo- include such men as Reies Lopez
ple than any country in the hem- Tijerina, the militant leader of
isphere with tl1e p1·obable excep- the land-grant struggle in New
Mexico; Ceasar Chavez, the leadtions of Brazil and Mexico,
er
of the Delano grape strike in
So it was a case of Big Daddy
California,
and Corky Gonzales,
Uncle Sam saying to the little
"El
Gallo.'' These men
editor
of
Latinos: "Don't do as I do, do as
are the men to consult. They have
I say.''
Any Latino audacious enough information from primary
to mention this aloud was to be sources, their daily lives. They
quickly told: "The difference, you live with the "problems" day in
see, is that we are wasting our and day out with the people who
own money. We aren't asking for are suffering the abuses daily.
But instead LBJ has invited
foreign aid from anyone.''
men who have information from
* * *
And that is just an arrogant, secondary sources-reports, newsnot terribly diplomatic way of ' papers, etc. They do not have the
s a yin g, "beggars can't be real knowledge, but they do have
position, rank, and title. They
choosey.''
The State Department is to be shall sit around fawning over
commended for facing a trouble- LBJ and intellectualize and
some reality and belatedly autho- theorize about the "problems" of
rizing the F-5 sales despite cer- which they know essentially
tain knowledge that it would pro- nothing.
Other Spanish-American groups
duce another scream from Morse.
Characteristically, the Oregon are going to counter-convene too.
Democrat noted that had State Also SDS has been invited to
not done so the Peruvians might come and support. We accept. We
have bought costlier, faster Mir- are sponsoring this trip to El
Paso. You don't have to be a
age V aircraft from France.
"What we should have said," radical or a reactionary to see
Morse argued, "is 'go and buy the injustice and the meaninglessthem from Franee and get your ness (and the cruelty) of ol' Elbe
Jay's pow-pow. "Yo'all mosey
aid from France, too.' "
When we have a supposedly down to my ranch; have some
liberal, enlightened senator who barbecue and I'll give the malthinks the State Department contents (hurting my popularity
ought to be constantly reminding polls) some more sweet lip servpeople that they are taking hand- · ice.,;
Everyone is invited to come.
outs from Uncle Sam, and warning them that this· obligates them Please bring your car if you can.
to tailor their policie!J to our bid- All expenses will be shared. Plan
ding, there can be little wonder to return Saturday evening. For
that we are occasionally held in more information call Bill Cole·
contempt by people who really man at 842-1089.
Bill Coleman for SDS
wish to be our friends.
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Can We Believe What We Read? ......
:.:~:
.
•

'"'

,,

'1t l'hil'

The wide discrepancies in reports on last weekend's demon..···· ..
strations in Washington are at once interesting and disturb~ ·..·::
ing. Depending on which source one chooses to ~r~~t;:.n~ ·.:,;..
may believe that there were somewhere from 25,000 to-250;·· "" ·
':
000 protestors against the war in ·Viet Nam in tlie'c·apital'
-.., ...... · '•-'
Saturday.
· :: .:; .
Reports about what went on are as conflicting as estimates·-'""
of crowd sizes. The two major news-gathering organiZa-~· "
tions, the Associated Press and United Press International, ... .
in general would have readers believe that th!:l~· tr~QP$ ... ~
brought into Washington to protect the Pentagon did a .. :
heroic job of restraining vicious demonstrators and' their ... :
own emotions.
... ,.
The Lobo's press association, the Collegiate Press Service,',.:~
asserted that the soldiers unsheathed their bayonet~. _at
every occasion and used their weapons and training toter.,.
rorize the absolutely peaceful demonstrators, who meant
to harm no one and did nothing to harass the troops.
,
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It would not be unreasonable to assume that the truth ' ~
about any of what happened lies somewhere between .the
two extremes. One can argue that the major wire services
represent the Establishment, if not in actual fact then at
least in general atti~ude.
One can turn the opposite argument against the CPS· .:
coverage, however. The Collegiate Press Service represents
today's college student in many respects. CPS editors-re~
cent graduates or students taking a year off-are like most
students in that they are deeply concerned about the prob.- ...:
·· ··· · ...
lems, solutions, and moral questions of the war.
Using these arguments one can say that the wire services'" ·•
were at least slanted to the Establishment point .of v).~~r.L:.;
the CPS reports, by the same logic, may also have·lHl~n.,:J!!s~::~
torted to the opposite point of view, if not anti-establishment •
•
then definitely questioning-the-war.
•..•

Some minor discrepancies in reporting any event:tlte'q •••
of the Washington demonstration can be exp~te¢ ~dJioi ••
derstood; discrepancies of 'this magnitude 'are :loi'"iO~
••
!:'
~
expected and can be neither reconciled nor understo'Oii.'-" ' ·' ~ '•
,•
The Lobo cannot believe' that the real truth about last •
•
weekend's events in the capital is to be found
in any report. •
•~
.. r,.
It seems possible that no one, not even those who were there, ;
would be capable of presenting a completely· accurate de- •
""'I"' '0'
scription.
For it is a sad fact that some veteran newsmen as well •••
as neophyte reporters can all too often~, allow their personal
biases to color their report!lge t<f an:,ujttei\~:~g#~Je de~ee. e
For this reason readers, particularly C.ollege ieaders, of · :
newspapers should not passively accept everything they :
li
read in the papers as fact. Journalists J$.y hav.e a pretty :
good composite batting average1 but even •Lou Gehrig never ~
hit a thousand.
·
:
~

.

Dear Editor:
"Student power," a term thrown
around largely by students, is
essentially non-existent at d e a r
old UNM. The administration,
made up.,ofmany members of the
social elite, seems to be almost
liberal, but it becomes more and
more difficult to illustrate to them
that in our :nlodetn, radically
changing "Society more power
shoulq J:le.. deleg11ted to the student.
.
Dr.'' Lavend.er, who has taken
the faculty spotlight on the subject, has not and probably will
not do' anything for student power. Lavender talks diligently on
the subject--so do I and so do
many others.
But what. has. been done? Nothing. I£ 'we, the students, wait on
the administration to invest us
with p()W(lr. we are .not upholding
our democratic principle. For in
the ideas :of.democracy it is clearly stated that power in any form
is not; "given •from the top but
started and evolved from all lower areas. If we want to keep up
with the ·radically changing world
it is our job to create and appropria'te' power, the power to
present student policies on matters which directly or indirectly
affect our lives.
Student power will eliminate
problems which the administration has done little or nothing
about. So, we, the educated young
Americans, should rise from the
clutclies of those "out of our bag"
and take the power which is morally and theoretically ours. Vive
student power!
, .James Anthony Martino

•'

(Continued from page 1)
connection with this point, Dr.
Rosenblum says that students are
demanding a more active role in
the administrative process.
' Faculty members are looking
toward a greater role .in eBt.abJishing university policies and
tow~~ord . greater ;freedom from
bureaucratic restraints.
Taxpayers Oversold?
And, he says, the taxpayer is
taking a closer look at how his
money is being spent and wondering if he has been oversold on
the advantages of higher education.
_ .
As a case in point, Dr. Rosenblum ..mentioned a five per cent
ceiling. on state salaries, includ·

.

• "

i

•

!

~

Dear Editor;
If you want to break the sin of
silence about the atrocities in Viet
N am, this is your chance. Dow
Chemical Corp., manufacturers of
napalm, will give job interviews
here Nov. 7 and 8.
Everyone with a pang of conscience must come and protest.
Don't worry about offending feelings of friends, lovers, classmates,
parents, etc. Feelings heal. Think
for yourself. Act for youraelf. (In
theory, isn't that why you are in
college?)
li'eelings heal quickly. Napalm
kills and maims for life. Napalm
is a jellied gasoline that scatters
over a very wide area and sticks
to all surfaces that it hits. Napalm burns at a very high temperature. It can turn a human
body into ashes in minute!!. You'd
rather be dead than be maimed
by napalm. Man's cunning war
technology and sick imagination
could not devise a more inhuman
weapon. Hitler would have applauded.
The only victims that get decent treatment for these burns
are U.S. troops who are accidentally burned. They are flown immediately to a special hospital in
Texas. The countless Vietnamese
victims (women and children are
the most frequent victims) lie in
agony and get very little attention. The smell of burned and
rotting flesh fills the air.
Students at the University of
Wisconsin have, over the past

ing university salaries, outlined
by Ed Hartman, New Mexico
state finance director. It could
be an indication of both taxpayer
concern and increasing involvement in state universities by outsid~ ag~>ncies, he sayf!l.
Dr. Rosenblum had high praise
for the UNM administration. He
said the trust that has been established between the faculty and
administration here makes it
hard to predict increased faculty
militancy at UNM.

·' '"" '' '"plays host to the W.A.A.B.I. spe·~~v.:.:.~.' ''cial benefit performance of the
-- "" ·"" beautiful TV & Recording Star
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.. A Touch of
Old Spain ..
PLUS
Fine Foods From
Our Continental
Cocina

THE

ROBIN HOOD INN
9000 4th N. W.
Pertormance Time - 9:15 and 11 ;30

nw/downtown
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5318.Menaul N.E. & Old Town Plaza '
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IN CONCERT WITH
FULL ORCHESTRA

Box office open 9:00 • 5:00 Mon. thru Frl.
Tel. 277-3121

I

FESTIVAL
FLAMENCO

Gift.ldeas

MON. EVE., OCT. 30 - 8:15 PM
RESERVED SEATS $5.00, 4.00, 3.50
STUDENTS- 1h PRICE

I

120 Yale St. S.E.
Phone 842·1413

.RaHan Furniture
Decorating Ideas
Basketware

..••

•

Quality Paperbacks and
Selected Hardbound Titles
Open 10:00 a.m. - 11 :00 p.m.
Sundays 3:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.

Vicente Romero & Co.

We

.
"•"

year, protested Dow's presence
on campus and all that Dow
stands for, Dow representatives
are not allowed on the Wisconsin
campus anymore. The students
caused that decision. You can too.
We beseech you all to search
your consciences. Break the sin of
silence. Not in the name of politics, but in the name of humanitarianism. Come protest with us
on Nov. 7 and 8. We invite all
professors and administrators as
well as all students to come. Let
us be firm. Let us triumph.
Because we are composed of all
political faiths, we are the Committee Against Dow and Napalm.
Join us. Bring youtself and give
physical and moral support.
The Committee Against
Dow and Napalm _

listen to KUNM

.

.,, "

Jtp<u'

'i

Protest Against
Dow Chemical

Geoffrey Holroyd, British architect and a visiting professor at
UNM, will speak at 8 tonight in
the Fine Arts Center. His topic
will be "Toys, Games, and Architecture.'' The lecture is free to
students and the public.

(t.Rl_:~ONCERT HALL

~

"

EDITOR

Revolution Seen in Dean's Offices

-

t..

TO THE

Architect to Speak

Page 5
Shelf life of meats in modern
supermarkets is expected to double with the introduction of new
anti-bacteria cleaning techniques
in meat-cutting rooms and use of
nickel stainless steel meat-handling equipment.

Raske
Shop

-
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Four New Art Shows
On View in U. Gallery
'

.

The UNM Art Museum which
has b~n providing a variety of
exhibits for many tastes has four
1 ·
d h
. .
new Y .OJ.lene • s ows htghhghted
b! the Ann~al Purchase E~hibitton, the th1rd such event in the
Art Museum's short history.
· A sm.
all eX}IOnO
h'b'ti
f .R ap
1 h
.
Douglass' exquisite hand lettering .
represent his first showing in the
Art Museum. Professor emeritus
of art after many years on the
UNM faculty, Douglass is nationally recognized for his calligraphy, the ancient art of hand
lettering,
The print room of the Art Museum contains a premiere showing of 20 recent colored lithographs by Paul Wunderlich, a native of Hamburg, Germany, where
he is a professor of art at the
Art Academy. The contents of
the exhibition have been provided
by the Galerie Thomas Munchen,
distributor for the recognized
contemporary German leader in
lithography.
Another exhibit in the lower

Librarians Study
Health Education

gallery includes 100 photographs
of Renaissance sculpture. by Clar~
ence Kennedy. He is described by
Robert Parks, UNM Art Museum
director as "without d bt th
~nest photographer of ~~lptur!.
m the world today."
Director Parks and Robert El~ .
af\sistant
.selected
lis, kf
th director,
h
wor s or . e pure ase exhibition
from art. outlets in Seattle, San
Francisco, Los Angeles, Baltimore, New York, and Boston.
The items, all to be listed for
1
11
sa e to ga ery visitors, range in
price from $10 to $1000, Director
:J?arks said. They span a periOd
of time from 1000 B.C. to a comp!etion date of last month.
For the first time, gallery patrons are offered illuminated
leaves from East Indian manuscripts and pages from illustrated books representing European
artists and draftsmen.
There are prints by Chagall,
John, Picasso, Valadon, Giacometti, Matta, Ernst, Barlach, Rembrandt, Castiglione, Sloan, A. B.
Davies, Levine, Bellows, Bosse,
Fantin-Latour, Gericault, Delecroix, Blake, Kollwitz, Rowlandson, Kirchner, Matisse, Daumir,
Duerer, Andreani, Manet, Lear,
M. Ricci, Kollwitz, and Barlach.
In addition to prints there are
drawings, sculpture, constructions, and small paintings.

.,

•

THE CUlTURAL P.ROGRAM CO.MMITTEE

"•

•"
••
••
•
••

PRESENT

From The UNDERGROUND
'

The SJNS of the

..

"•
•
•••
••
••

Directed by Mike Kuchar-'-A love story that takes .place a million years in the. future
in a land that abclndon{all mechanical knowledge of .a sophisticated society qnd
plunges itself into an· abyss ·of erotic pleasure and childlike self"indulgence. · A
lavish production. filmed in vivid and lush colors, with a climax that has to .be seen
to be believed.

(i..l\')~7 C/l~~r

SHIAlMAK[It!l

•••
"•
•

••'

"It is a monument assembled to glorify Hollywood and the star image."-Kuchar.

I

••
•
••
•
••

PLUS

KENNETH ANGER'S

I

·~

.
."

SCORPIO RISING

0

The Crazy Cycle Set
EXTRA ADDED AITRACTION

'
•

MEHLHOP and DEAN
Ballads For Hallowe'en
OCTOBER 31 - HALLOWE'EN EVE
Films shown at 7:00 and 9:00
ADMISSION BY EXPERIMENTAL FILM SUBSCRIPTION OR

ADULTS 1.50 - STUDENTS 1.00
No Children Please

•

a weapon ...

··."

I>'

The San Onofre nuclear generating station.

Solid Engineering
Career
0 pportuniti'es
AtSDG&E

Let's not parry-a shirt is more than a sheath to wear a tie with. It's a weapon to stimulate you. This is why Gant puts verve, spirit and color into this Sabre Striped Oxford
button-down. Tailored with singular precision ... patently Gant Hugger body. In blue,
pumpkin or chamois-a// with co/or-framed stripes. About $8 at discerning stores.

engineering staff- establish a challenging career and become

'

an important part of a growing organization in a dynamic industry.

p.m.

Sabre Striped Oxford

not a sheath ...

Join San Diego Gas & Electric Company's progressive

•

Positions available for recent graduates in Electrical, Mechanical

Welcome. Teac-

and Civil Engineering. Excellent salary, fringe benefits and

q~

security are yours wi~h SDG&E in beautiful San Diego.

HOUSE OF HALLMARK
OFFERS

Tho largest Seledion of
Hallmark Cards
Halloween & Pdrty Items
and All Paper Goods
~xpert Monogrdmmlng
Yes We Have Our New
Xmas Albums in For 1967
3501 Lomas N.E. 255-4969

..

Because Gant believes:

/!

NM· EA Ne.y Mexico Art Education Assoc1at1on; Un1on 253: 7:30 p m
Elections Commltteti; Union 231
E ;NMEA
S_p.m.
N_MEA
Local
President's Forum: Union
1
29, 8

,,

Electrical, Mechanics/, Civil Engineers

Delta Sigma Pi Pledges: Union 281 A •
7 p.m._
'
N.S.A.: Union 250 E • 7 ll m
, Health, PhYBical Ed.:cati<li. '& Recreation Lecture; Mabel Lee: Union 281 B-C •
tMll~

0

AND

~~~~-~~;e:.::~i-:--::~

WEDNESDAY: Latin American Desk•
Union 231 A·E: 12 :30 p.m
'
· Student Aids; Union. 250' A: 1 p.m.
A.w.s.: Union 231 A-B: .a :ao p.m.
~MEA School Administrators Banquet·
Umon Desert Room: 6 p.m.
'
A.w.s,
Judicial Board; Union 2SO A·
G:ao p.m.
'
NMEA Executive Counoii-New Mexico
Personnel & Guidance Dinner: Union 139
W: 6: 30 p.m.
Delta Sigma Pi: Union Cottncil Room •

7 :30

•

a shirt is ...

Calling U
~

CONCERT HALL

•

The first step toward setting
up a communications network for
health services education was
taken at a meeting of librarians
at UNM Friday, Oct. 20.
Funded by the Regional Medical Program at UNM School of
Medicine, the meeting sought
ways to tie library facilities in
the state together so that information can be exchanged as it is
needed.
Dr. Irvin E. Hendryson, who
heads the .Regional Medical Program, spelled out the problem:
New ~Iexico has only about
half as many doctors and allied
health personnel for its population as the rest of the country. To
improve this situation additional
manpower must be trained.
But before additional education
and training programs in medical
and health fields are set up in
colleges and universities in the
state, library services for these
fields should be available first.
Tying together present services
will make them more available as
they are needed for new programs.
In addition to college and university librar i e s, Albuquerque
Public Library, the State Library
and special libraries were represented.

7n.m.

&ffij
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Contact your student P,lacement office for an interview.

Sold at:

@) SAN DIEGO GAS S. ELECTRIC COMPANY

STROMBERG'S-(Downtown • Windrock • Nob Hill)

· An Equal Opportunity Employer

i

•
•

~

\
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SANDWICH & PIZZA

SANDWICHES

PIZZA

•

Brig. Gen. D. W. Sawyer, above, third from
left, reviews Navy ROTC participants during
Nal'Y Day yeaterday. At right is UNM President
Tom L. Popejoy. Also during Navy Day ceremonies UNM Marine instructor Jerry T. Bowlin

was cited for "heroic" action
Viet Nam. He was authorized
bat "V". Brig, Gen. Sawyer is
sion commander of the fifth
Pendelton, Calif.

during combat in
to wear the comthe assistant diviMarines at Camp

Small Medium Large
1.50
.75
.95
Cheese
2.10
1.40
Mushroom
1.00
2.10
1.40
Sausage
1.00
1.00
1.40
2.10
Olive
2.10
1.40
Pepperani
1.00
2.10
Green Chili 1.00
1.40
Onion
2.10
1.00
1.40
Combination
2 Items
1.25
1.55
2.40
3 Item•
1.35
1.70
2.70

TENDER JUICY BEEF DIP

.59

TASTY B.B.Q. BEEF DIP

.59

HICKORY SMOKED HAM DIP

.65

GOOD LEAN PASTRAMI DIP
Home Mode B.B.Q. Soue&

.65

•

ALL SAlADS
.19
Cole SICIW, Palato or MacarOI!i
PICKLED J;GGS
KOSHER DILLS

.15
.15

For FREE DELIVERY 5 PM till 2 AM Fri. & Sat.

'I

Midnight,Sun: '& Weekdays
.
Call our unlisted number 243-4311
$1.25 mrn.

-i

'·•·~

(The liHie shop in the middle of the block)
Our Locations: 319 Fifth SW and 2216 Central SE

DISCOUNTS TO UN!,\
STUDENTS & FACULTY

I

1
I

Louis Vrattos
Jewelers

"

Expert on Swiss and
American Watches

-

WATCHES-· GIFTS
DIAMONDS

COMEDY

..

~*

SPOT

;

·<>,fii.fl!t;.i

.. ....

•»~

-

VISIBILITY

~

-..'

;;~-~

UNLIMITED

4:55 PM Daily

r

Enlargement of the
pattern of this casual
jacket has earned it
the name of "window
pane" plaid because of
highly agreeable
visibility and clear
excellence of effect in
the gentleman's leisure
Wi!rdrobc. Eye it at
an early date.

tI'
f

I
I

farrnnan~ !i
FUN
RADIO
1150

M!IIIIINIIIIBIIIIIIIIIIIIIBIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIRIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIDIIlii!IIIIIDIUt
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Loyalty Oaths
Tested by Supreme Court

By WALTER GRANT
Collegiate Press Service
WASHINGTON (CPS) -Do
loyalty oaths, which are sigued
by thousands o;f public employees
each year, represent unconstitutional infringements on the individual freedoms guaranteed by
the Constitution?
·
And do these oaths, when required of public school teachers
and faculty members in statesupported colleges, violate the
principlea of academic freedom?
The U.S. Supreme Court heard
arguments both ways this week
in a controversial case testing the
validity of Maryland's 18-yearold Ober Act, which includes loyalty oath provisions.
5 Cases Since 1950
The Supreme Court has struck
down five loyalty oaths since the
early 1950's, but in each case the
decision was madil on technical
grounds. However, the Maryland
case may provide an opportunity
for the nine Justices to rule on
lt>yalty oaths in general. Oaths
are required in about half the

states.

The case now before the Supreme Court was initiated by
Iloward J. White Jr., a professor who was denied a teaching
position at the University of
Maryland last year because he
refused to sign the required oath.
The oath requires public employees to cel-tify they are "not
engaged in one way or another in
the attempt to overthrow the government of the United States, or
the State of Maryland, or any
political subdivision of either of
them, by force or violence.''
Oath Subject to Perjury
The employee also certifies that
he understands the loyalty statement is subject to the penalties of
perjury described in Maryland
law.
Sol Rosen, an attorney for the
American Civil Liberties Union
who argued Whitehall's case before the Court, objected to the
Maryland law on 11everal grounds.
First, Rosen argUed, the oath
and the Maryland Subversive Activities Act of 1949, on which it is
base-d, are unconstitutionally
"broad, vague, and uncertain.''
Against Constitution
Further, he held that "all loyalty oaths, including Maryland's,
that are indiscriminately required
of all public employees and ap-

plicants for employment are unSeveral of the Justices indiconstitutional infringements of cated by their questions and
the First and Fourteenth Amend- comments that they· agree the
ments' freedoms of expression, oath is not too vague. If this is
belief, and association.'' When re- the way the majority of the Jusquired of academic personnel, tices feel, their decision will prob.
such oaths also violate academic ably deal with the question of
freedom, he said.
loyalty oaths in general, rather
Rosen told the justices that an than just the wording of the
applicant who declines to sign Maryland oath.
the oath is afforded no opportun- Court Upholds '51 Decision
ity for a hearing, even for the
Hawes also argued that the
purpose of explaining his reasons
Ober
Act had been upheld by the
for not signing it. Thus; he said,
Court in 1951. In that
Supreme
the requirement violates due proyear,
the
Court
upheld a requireces::; of Jaw for lack of procedural
ment
that
political
candidates
safeguards and for shifting the
seeking
state
office
must
make
burden of proof of loyalty onto
the
loyalty
pledge.
A
three-judge
the applicant.
U.S. District Court in Baltimore
Violates Amendment
said the 1951 decision also apRosen also objected that the plied in the Whitehall case.
oath is in the form of a negative
Rosen said earlier that the Sudisclaimer and thus "by its very preme Court, in agreeing to renature violates the First Amend- view the oath, "certainly indiment.'' He noted that Whitehall cates that its 1951 decision is not
is a Quaker, and since Quaker be- unassailable.''
lief prohibits oath-taking, "he
had con sci e n t i o u s scrupples
CAMPUS LAUNDRY
against making this kind of declaration.'' However, Rosen said
and CLEANING
he is not pressing the religious
Coln·op Dry-Cleaning
aspect because he thinks the oath
and laundry
Open 8 AM-8 PM
is clearly unconstitutional on othCounselor Always on Duty
er grounds.
2106 Centro( S.E.
247·0836
On the other side, Maryland
Attorney General Francis B.
Burch and Assistant Loring E.
Hawes said in a brief presented
to the Court that actually no oath
NOW REALLY!
or affirmation is -required of state
employees. "The Maryland certiThere is no reason for any redfication is not strictly a loyalty
blooded single male student
oath, does not call for an oath of
allegiance, and merely requires
not to buy a ·"DATE APPLICAcertification that the applicant is
TION WITH AN ELIGIBLE
not engaged in an attempt to
BACHELOR." Send one to all
overthrow the government," they
said.
the names in your little black
r'n their brief, Hawes a n d
book, and watch the sparks
Burch said, "If loyalty oaths have · fly! May be used by those of
any vitality whatsoever, it is difall majors, races, creeds, colficult to conceive of one having
ors, p h i I osophies, political
more clear, concise, and unam·
biguous language."
groups, weight classes, Audubon chapters, and so forth.
What more could you ask? You
NEED TO REDUCE?
· don't know what I'm talking
Find it hard to diet? Try one APabout? Ignorance is no excuse!
PEASE Tablet before meals-and in
between meo11.. Helps curb your
Enlightenment will cost you 35c
appetite. Non habit-farming, non·
(3 for $1) to ROYAL ENTERSfimulating, ...delicious and refreshing.
PRISES, P.O. Box 1502, Santa
UNIVERSITY DRUGS
Fe, N.M. 87501.
2132 Central Ave. S.E.
Albuquerque, New Mexico

NEW LOCATION • • • ·
314 Gold Avenue, S.W.

"For heroic achievement in connection with military operations
against a hostile force, while serving as assistant sector supervisor,
Quan Tri Sector, Republic of VietNam," states the citation honoring
Major Jerry T. Bowlin, Marine instructor at UNM. Above left is
Brig. Gen. D. W. Sawyer pinning a Bronze Star with combat "V" on
Bowlin.
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Boutique Bag
Jewel Tone

5.55
Reg.

9.95
The design is numbered. The
Materials are numbered - Just
match them upl
It's that easy to moke this unique
Handbog, Practicol, as well as decorative, the BOTIQUE HANDBAG is fash·
ioned of natural mohogany, walnut
stained and laquered to bring out all
the fine grain of the wood. Size 11W'
Wide, 8~4" High, 2q~u Deep. Choose
from 12 other styles and patterns.

Featuring a

r;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;=:;;;;;;;;;=:=:=:=:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;=;;;;;;;;;;;====;;;:;;;:;;;:;;;:;;;:;;;::;;;;:;;;;:;;;;:;;;;:;;;;:;;;;:;;;;::.

Skiing Package

Pau!Ucei Sp

),.

• Skis*

New Fall Flowers In Stock

• Bindings
• Poles

BERMUDAS---SURFERS---SHORTS---SKIRTS
Skirt -Suits---CAPRIS---BLOUSES---Siack Suits

with Boots

OTHING· OVER- $4oo----.

$6500

ALSO A BIG SAVINGS
ON
SKI CLOTHING

We Carry:

PRICED FROM S1.00 TO S4.00

Complete Assortment of Halloween Party Decorations

• He.!ld

..
'

• Yam.!lh.!l

No Carrying Charges ~n Lay-Aways

• Roffe

For: Instruction Books and Materials for Crafts, Arts and Hobbies.
For work in Feather, Crepe, Tissue, Swissstraw. Ribbon, Flowers, Ccmdel Mak·
ing, Liquid. Resin Casting, Cooking Crystals, Chenille, Craftstitks, Pe~per Maehe,
M<1tbles, De Caupage, Beads, Sequins, Jewels, Styrafoam, Braids, Art foam,
Felt, Glazes, Stains, Gold leaf Prints, Molds, Fabric Flowers, Jewelry, Paints, ,.,.,_
Dips, Many Mony Many More •

• Edelweiss

• Fischer

• Rossign.!ll

• Sportcaster

FREE CRAFT DEMONSTRATIONS

·NOW 4 STORES

Daily 9:30 a.m.

'

.Store No. 1-1441A Eubank N.E.-Princess Jeanne Shopping Center
Store No. 2-1720-A Bridge St. S.W.-GoH Plaza Center
- ·
Store No. 3--4210 4th St. N.W.
Store No. 4-3901 Central Ave. N.E.
•'
A111ple _Free l'arklng at All Stores

*

-*

ONE STOP HEADQUARTERS

OPEN MOIDAY THRU SATURDAY-10 AM to 6 PM _
"Think of us first';

''

•'

DLYirla srDBTS, INC •
11

YOUR SKI HEADQUARTERS"
2931 MONTE VISTA N.E.

"

,,

On The Triangle
256-2064

'
--------------------------------------~~·

•
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Changes Seen
I

USED :.....
'

NEW

'.

great sav1ngs

-,~,'

..

,.,._

THE BOOKCASE

• •

2608 CENTRAL SE

'"
..
·' ........

~·
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....

'In.

o

~'tY

' • ~

An exhibit
the free world's most
powerful intercontinental ballistic missile, the
Titan II, will be featured in an Air Force dis·
play at UNM Oct. 26·30, The Titan II is a weapon for the Strategic Air Command, and a Janch
vehicle for the space program. Each Gemini as-

tronaut was launched with the help of the tenstory missile. The Titan II is a two-stage, 103·
foot weapon ten feet in diameter. It weighs 150
tons fuiJy fueled. The Titan II will be in the
parking Jot south of Johnson Gym for inspection.

Williams, Mancini to Appear

XO to Help Sponsor
Spectacular Benefit
Chi Omega sorority is helping
the Duke City Jaycees sponsoring the Hollywood Spectacular at
Civic Auditorium Oct. 27 at 8:30
p.m.

Ethel Merman, Charlie Robinson, Pat Becker, George Montgomery, Greer Garson, and other
show business celebrities will ap--1lear at the benefit for the mentally ill of New Mexico.
A fashion show featuring :Period costumes from hit films, a
ball, and designs by Rudi Salazar
will be featured.

make platter history, and his orchestra have been packing in
fans for years.
Put them together and you
have the UNM Associated Students locating a joint concert in
the largest area available the
15,000 seat basketball arena on
the south campus.
The concert is scheduled Nov.
8 with the downbeat slated for
8:15 p.m.
The singer, listed by Time
magazine as ·the country's foremost box office attraction at fairs,
draws as many as 25,000 paying
customers a night. In Japan, he
played to 14,500 in the same auditorium where the Beatles appeared before 9,000. And the seating
capacity was only 13,000.
There are 48 pieces in the Henry Mancini "big-band-sounding"

music ensemble. Their leader is
known for such record-breakers
as "Moon River," "Charade,"
"Dear Heart,'' and "Days of
Wine and Roses!'
Sponsored by the Popular Entertainment Committee of the
UNM Associated Students, the
concert is being arranged by Ken
Gattas, UNM Union activities
director.
Gattas said tickets for the Wil1iams-Mancini event are on sale
at the Fine Arts Center ticket office in the northeastern corner of
the building. Mindful of the sell~
out at the recent appearance of
Herb Alpert's Tijuana Brass, he
urges local residents to make
their purchases early. Tickets are
priced at $6, $5, and $3 with stu~
dent costs $1 less in each category.

fight it.
Get Eaton's Corrasable Bond Typewriter Paper.
Mistakes don't show. A mis-key comoletely disappears
from the special surface. An ordinary pencil eraser lets
you erase without a trace. So why use ordinary paper?
Eaton's Corrasable is available in light, medium, heavy
weights and Onion Skin. In 100-sheet packets and 500·
sheet ream boxes. At Stationery Departments.

Only Eaton makes

With Your
Curriculum
DGWIT. .I • MllllL e RBOCI

... , • .,.,•

r~t

._..~

..

.. BEAT THE WEATHERMAN
IN OUR SNOW

RAIN-OR-SHINE FAVORITE!

or your Career?
Consult

ble.®

EATON PAPER CORPORATION, PITTSFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS

Having Problems

1'1•1

'

•

Singer Andy Williams has been
performing before sell-outs for
years.
Henry Mancini, whose records

~..,n

!
I

Counseling
Service
Margherita M. Henning Ph.D.
Office Hours by Appointment
Phone 265-8288
124 Washington S.E.
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AU-WEATHER
COATS

the first anniversary of the first
st!ldent uprising in · South Viet
·
Nam.
Miss Morse, who said students
from more than 600 colleges and
universities attended the rally,
!received heavy applause when
she protested the use of college
campuses · for government reseach in chemical warfare and
for other secret . research sponsored by the government. "We ·
want the government to keep its
creepy fingers off our campuses," ·
she said. "A society which has
turned universities into finding
new and better ways of killing is
perverted.''
There was only one incident at
the rally. Two members of the
American Nazi Party tried to disrupt the whole thing when they
ran onto the platform and knocked one of the speakers and the
microphone to the ground. However, the speaker, Clyde Jenkins,

general secretary of the British
Trade Union, wa::~ quickly on his
feet again and · continued his
speech while the two Nazis where
chased from the stage.

All art contributions to ,The
·Thunderbird may be picked .up in
the art department office today.

THE STUDENTS
WHO REALLY SAVE MONEY

Free Dance Lessons
When was the last time you
wanted to dance the ·bossa nova,
rumba, or samba but didn't know
how? Well, the Latin American·
Desk has decided to help you out
by offering iree instruction in
Latin rhythms beginning Nov, 3.
They ·will be held· in room 250 of
the Union from 7 to 9 p.m.

SANTA FE

NEW MEXICO BOOK COMPANY
89 Winrock Center
Fiction and Nonfiction

Paperbac!(s

298-1828

Childrens' Books
Bargains

·-··

...lherre rlahL
lndwrona.

i

fr

be said,
that we specialize in people, for .
we believe that people are a most
important reason for our company's success. We act
on that belief.
We select our engineers and scientists carefully. Motivate
them well. Give them the equipment and facilities only a
Jeader can provide. Offer.them company·paid,
· graduate-education opportunities. Encourage them to push
into fields that have not been .explored before. Keep them
reaching for a little bit more responsibility than they can
manage. Reward them well when they do manage it.
. You could be one o.f the reasons for Pratt & Whitney Aircraft's
success .•• if you have a B.S., M.S. or Ph.D. in:
MECHANICAL • AERONAUTICAL • ELECTRICAL
• CHEMICAL • CIVIL • MARINE • INDUSTRIAL
ENGINEERING • PHYSICS.• CHEMISTRY ·• METALLURGY
• CERAMICS • MATHEMATICS • STATISTICS
• COMPUTER SCIENCE • ENGINEERING SCIENCE
• ENGINEERING MECHANICS,

And we could be the big reason for your success. Consult
your college placement officer-or write Mr. William L
Stoner, Engineering Department, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft,
East Hartford, Connecticut 06108.

F.orget the forecast. You're J)repored for snowsunshine or showers in our Be~ All-Weather
Coats. Durable water-repellent, spot and stain .
resistant, w·rinkle resistant, washabl~ Choose ·
yours from our large selection of quality. fab.rics, classic ·styles, solids and patterns.

,..

q~

f~l! ~w&t SEC•Rif'f

a••••·

Need Temporary
Security?
See the Good Guys at

WITH !OO" · OlLOW-.ACRYLIC ..ZIP..OUT
PILE LINER $10.95 EXTRA

Blackjack's Centra.!
Pawn
200 Central S.E.

..

·Peace Movement

T-Bird Art

Soma say we specialize in power •.•
power for propulsion ••• power for
systems ••• power for aircraft,
missiles and space vehicles ••• power for
marine and industrial applications •••

BEsr·

'

•
1n

WASHINGTON (CPS) - The ·activities. "If the government
. peace movement in this country will not confront us in a dignified
is not only attracting more peo- way, then the government must
• pie from all segments of society, bear the burden of responsibility
; but the emphasis is changing . for a lot ·Of other acts Which are
from passive to active resistance going to take place all over the
to ·the war and the draft.
country," he said.
·. This change of direction, eviPerhaps the loudest applause
·;. dent last week in numerous antiat
the rally came when Lincoln
·~ war protests across the country,
, was also reflected in the speeches Lynch, an associate director of
• and actions of those attending the Congress Df Racial Equality,
the massive peace rally 'between called on Negroes fighting in
·• the Lincoln Memorial and the Viet Nam to put down their arms
' Washington Monument Saturday. and come home. "Our fight is not
~
Speakers at the rally who urg- in Viet Nam,, but in the streets
: ,. ed .active resi~Jtance to the Amer- of Washington. Our fight is not
. ,ican military machine received an in Viet Nam, but in the cotton
enthusiastic response from the fields of Mississippi."
more than 100,000 persons who Encourages Students
cam!! here from all parts of the . Thousands of students at the
country to show their disapproval rally heard Linda Morse, head of
of the. war in VietNam.
the Student Mobilization CommitNew Day ilt Peace Movement
tee, encourage students to organDave Dellinger, national chair- ize student strikes and peace ralman of the National Mobilization ''lies on their campuses March 19,
Committee to End the War in
VietNam, the group which organized the · demonstration, said at
the rally, "This is the beginning
of a new day in the American
peace movement. We have now become a movement of active resisaux~liary
tance."
Two generations of draft-resistors made a joint display of their
opposition to selective service
her~ Friday, as they held a rally
on the steps of the Justice Department building. A delegation
of ten took several hundred draft
cards into the building and left
them there on an official's desk.
The official refused to accept the
cards from the group.
Generation Differences
Although the occasion was intended as a show of unity-the
group of older members, calling
themselves the Conscientious Resistance, arranged the rally to
show their support for the draft.
.age men in the Resistance - it
was clear that the two generations
had their differences,
The Rev. William S. Coffin,
Yale chaplain, was the main
speaker for Conscientious Resist~
ance. He began by saying that
for his group defiance of the Jaw
was noL their "thing." He went
on to condemn the immorality of
the war, and said that "we publicly counsel these young men to
continue to resist the draft, to refuse to serve in the armed forces
as long as the war in Viet Nam
continues."
Regard War, Draft Defective
Most of the members of Resistance who spoke said they regarded the war and the draft as two
parts of a system that was seriously defeCtive.
One speaker called for basic
changes in American society.
"The young people are going to
make these changes," he said,
"and the changes will come about
with our dying."
Rev. ·Coffin, who has been a
leader in anti-draft movements,
indicated that the past week was
just the beginning of resistance

College
Career
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Miners 30-Point· Favorites Over UNM Lobos

B.C. DICTIONARY

By NOOLEY REINHEARDT
It will be a courageous gesture
if the Lobos even show up for
their laat four footbalt games beginning with the University of
Texas at El Paso contest here
Friday night.
The Miners· from the border
city are 30-point favorites over
UNM, which the Loa Angeles
Herald - Examiner ranks third
among the 20 worst teams in the
'
land,
Going into the Friday n i g h t
contest UTEP is 2-1-1-l and the
Lobos 1-5. The Texans have defeated Santa Barbara and Brigham Young, lost to Arizona State,
tied Arizona, and had a game canceled with San Jose.
UTEP Has Pass King
The Miners have built their
1967 squad around quarterback
Billy Stevens, the a114ime NCAA
passing king, He will ·try to steal
some applause from UNM's Terry
Stone, the leading passer in the
country.
Stevens is only 88 yards shy of
6000 career passing yards and
could get them in the first quarter
of the game against the non-existent UNM defense.
Against BYU last weekend he ,
threw six touchdown passes for a
new school record. His favorite
target is flanker Volley Murphy
who caught four of the six scoring aerials.
Stone Leads Stevens
Comparing New Mexico's and
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An instrument of v!.o-

lence in the world of
prehistoric man. Any
resemblance between
the Battle-axe B.C. and
the modem-day motherin-law is strictly hilarious.
Watch out for the
B.C. Battle-axe!

Modem: An intoxicating beverage, often
drunk to ward off a
cold. B.C.: A pixilated
Neanderthal from the
ice age whose appearance makes one think
one has been drinking
-too much.
You're bound to just
laugh him off.
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Let's see, there's fore,
as in golf, and three
strikes in baseball, but
"six?"
It's all part of the
game_ as it is played
B.C., complete wi~~ the
illegal "waterball. an_d
a team of prehtstonc
comedians.
Better check B.C. to
see who swallowed the
rule book.
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Zot! It's our national
defense.
The ants are plotting
to take over the world,
and theanteateris planning to spoil their plan
_even if he has to take
them on with one Zot!
of his flypaper tongue
at a time.
Caution: tonguetwisters ahead, in B.C ..

I~
I'

L(>VE
B.C. Love-In is not
a non-violent matter. In
B.C. days a guy had to
cosh a girl on the noggin to show her he
cared. 'When she coshed
him back, it started
the battle of the sexes.
First hilariously recorded skirmish B.C.
coming up.

We cannot tell a lie.
Johnny Hart has created B.C. for our comics
page and embellished it
with the most outlandish mixture of prehistoricandmodern foibles.
We may not always
understand it, but we
can't stop laughing to
figure out why.

UTEP's best m1m1 Stone has at- thought that was the way foottempted 220 passes and completed ball was to be played.
100 for 1364 yards, and has bad
The Miners have a good de10 intercepted, Stevens has at- fense, but also have a sturdier oftempted 108, completed 46 for fensive line than ever before.
792 yards, and had seven picked Against BYU Stevens gained 15
off,
yards rushing, the first time in a
Lobo Ace Hendricks, tied with UTEP uniform that he has not
BYU's Phil Odie in the national been negative in that category.
p a s s- receiving category, has Protection Needed
caught 42 aerials for 754 yards
Protection from the pass rush
and four TDs.
is one thing that Stone has not
Murphy has caught 19 for 406 had this year, He has been thrown
yards and six toucl!downs. So at for large rushing losses in each
first glance UTEP looks second game -- keeping his total offense
best in these categories .
yardage well below what it could
be.
But UNM Played 6
Weeks thinks UTEP reached
But the stats for Stevens and
its
peak in the win over BYU last
Murphy are for four games compared to six for the UNM squad. week. But whether they did or not
Also the neighboring team has a has little effect on their ability to
much more balanced attack than beat his Lobos.
Other than Stevens the biggest
the Lobos and a much more imsihgle problem the Wolfpack will
pressive defense record.
David Bookert is the top Wolf- have to deal with is linebacker
pack ground-gainer with a 4,2 Fred Carr whom everyone calls
of the top pro prospects from
average -- 414 net yards on 98 one
the area.
trips with the ball. The top man
from El Paso is averaging 5,2 Called Top Prospect
Against the Brighams he had
yards per carry on 34 carries and
191 yards.
ten unassisted tackles, two of the
New Mexico has been outscored assisted variety, and two pass deby its opponents by a smooth 100 flections. Weeks goes so far as to
points in six games. UTEP has call Carr "probably the top pro
outscored foes by 65 points and prospect in the country."
the only Miner loss, to ASU, was
The Lobos had hard practice
a single-pointer, 33-32.
sessions Monday and Tuesday to
prepare for the Miners who are
Changes Expected
indifferent about playing the LoUNM Coach Bill Weeks is ex- bos. Weeks thinks his team acpected to make many personnel tually gave up two days of pracchanges this week, but most won't tice this week.
be
immediately known. The early
IUIHIIIIHIHIIIIIDHIIIIIUIIIIUIIIfflllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllii/IHIIIIIIIDIIIIIfiDDIJIIIII
The Lobos didn't return until
changes include R i c k Beitler
Sunday
from San Jose. Sunday is
working as second-unit quarterusually
used
to view films and for
back, Norm Kreuter moving beplanning
the
next week's game.
hind Bookert at tailback, Jerry All that was lost.
Enrollment: 8,000
Pollard possibly remaining at
Athletic Director: George
fullback, and Danny Silver back Lose Practice
McCarty
In addition the game is on Friin as starting defensive tackle.
Stadium: Sun Bowl (30,000)
day
because deer season opens
Stone was injured slightly in
Conference: Independent
the San Jose game, but is ex- Saturday, cutting off yet another
pected to be able to go all the way day of practice time for the WolfColors: Orange and White
Friday. Rick Degulis missed most pack.
Coach's Record: 14-7
of the SJS game because of an
Offense: ProT
injury but is well this week and
Defense: Oklahoma
will alternate with Pollard at
SOUTHWEST
Lettermen Returning: 27
fullback.
• ELECTRIC SHAVER SERVICE
Lettermen Lost: 15
ELECTRIC SHAVER AND
Paul Smith, one of the defenLIGHTER REPAIR
sive
leaders,
is
also
shaken
up
tHIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIII!IUIDIIIIIIIIIIIIINIIIIIIIIIIDIIUIIIIIIIIIUIIIIUIIUINiftiiiiiiiiiiiiiNIIIIIIIOIII
200 THIRD NW
247-8219
but should be ready for the UTEP
game.
Record Set
Quotable pre-game quote from· UTEP Leads Series
Mike Lude, Colorado State footThis is the 39th meeting of the
two
teams with El Paso leading
ball coach: "They should be givthe
series
18-17-3. Last year the
ing Jerry DePoyster three schoMiners snapped a two-game Lobo
lal'ships: one for field goals, one winning streak 51-3 that marked
fo1· punts, and one for kickoffs-- the beginning of eight straight
and a bonus for extra points." So losses for UNM.
DePoyster returns "the compliThe Texans can almost name
ment with a record 55-yard field their own score for the game, for
goal which is the deciding margin the biggest difference in the two
in a 13-10 victory. "How do you teams is the defensive units. New
Mexico players arc the most popdefend against a 55-yard field ular around because they yield to
goal?" Lude asks.
physical contact as if t h e y

About UTEP·
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LOVERS OF GENTLE CONSORTS,
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THE FIRST WORD IN COMICS
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GENEROUS UNCLES,
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Rightminded Brothers, Devoted Sisters,
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HAIRBRAINED NEPHEWS,
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UNRIVALLED!

JJ50

A generous Bobby Dobbs, the a fine receiver (Hendricks), and
UTEP coach, says of the Lobos, a dangerous fellow on runbacks
"New Mexico is a dangerous foot-. (Joe Casas). They've scored on
ball team. They can score on any- every team they have played."
one from any part of the field.
Game time is 8 p.m •. Friday at
They have a fine passer (Stone), University Stadium.

tie~;

7~

~

SH. E LIKES TO GO
FORMAL!
.

SA,m~

RENTS TU~OOS
COAT and TROUSERS $6.50
COMPLETE OUTFIT $10.00

s~
FIRST AND GOLD DIAL 247-4347
WELCOME TEACHERS
Come In
and see our

Matching Sweater Yarn
and I 00% Wool Skirt Fabric

POMFRET SPORT YARN $7.98 per skein
100% Wool Fabric 58" x 1 yd. $7.98

SPECIAL SPINNERIN PAK
10 Balls Frostlon Petite Mohair
(Reg. $10.98) Special for $5.98

with Choice of Pattern

625 Amherst Dr., N.E.

256-7064
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Pride, Confidence Requisites
For Winning Football .Teams
By GREG MacALEESE
. There are two psychological
factors to winning football: pride
and confidence.
"Confidence is built up through
repetition. This is the primary
purpose of practices. Once a player knows that he can do something well because he has worked
hard to achieve it, then he has
..the confidence to do it well in a
game," says UNM head football
coach Bill Weeks.
Pride, however, is not that easy
to attain. · "Pride is the .biggest
thing in football. But a co~h
can't teach a player to have Pl'!de
in himself or in the team. Pr1de
is up to each individual," he continued.
Weeks pointed out Bobby Santiago, a member of the '62, '63,
and 164 Lobo football teams, •as
a prime example of what pr1de
can do for a player. "S ant'1ago
was just a little guy; he didn't
weigh over· 160 pounds, but he
made up for his size with the
tremendous amount of personal
pride he had in himself. He, like
every other great athlet~, fe~t
that anything w?,rth domg .1s
worth doing well, Weeks sa1d.
Mental discipline and toughness are also necessary · ingredients to winning football. "Mental toughness is just as important as physical toughness/'
Weeks said. "It doesn't matter
if you are physically tougher
than your opponent. If you aren't
mentally tough and your opponent
is, then he will push you all over
the field."
Mental discipline is extremely
important to a team. "Football is
a game of discipline, from . the
players themselves to the thmgs
they do on the field. Each play
that they run requires that each
man on the team perform a specific assignment. If there is a
breakdown in discipline of just
one player, whether it is in training regulations or in the function
that he has during a certain play,
then the team suffers because of
it. Just one player who lets down

U. Ky. Fraternities
Tough on· Pledges
LEXINGTON, Ky. (CPS) Eleven University of Kentucky
student learned recently that fraternity pranks are costly-but not
very.
The 11, all Kappa Sigma
pledges, were arrested by Fayette
County police as they staggered
back into town clad in trench
coats . . • qut nothing e.lse.
They appeared in county court
Monday and each was fined $1 by
an understanding judge. The 11
said members of the fraternity
had stripped them and left them
in the country to find their own
way home. A compassionate active allowed them to keep their
coats.

eavalier
eommeJtfS:
"Hem·d about
the scientist
rvho tried
ci·ossing an
abalone rvith a
crocodile • ; .?
He wanted

an 'abadile,'
but got a
'm·ocabalone' !"
You, too, can cross the street
with your money and get the
latest college fashions.

Co!JD Men's Sltop
2 t 20 Central SE

1-.:·
_iillii.._____............__

~'But .every.thing worth ~earn
can ruin a whole team," Weeks
said.
ing h11s a price,'! Weeks conc~ud
"That's where pride is so im~ ed, · ''In . football nothing comes
portant," he continued. "It is up easy."
to each individual on the team .to
see to it that he maintains discipline through the season. Only.
the player himself knows whet~er · :
· . Casey Optical Co. ·
he is giving 100. per cent of himself on"every play in every game
24hour
during the seas~n."
SerYice Available
One of ·the hardest things for
9:30 a.m. to 8:30 p.m.
a football coach to do, says
Weeks, is to break up the rouPerJOIIalized Styling
tine of the practice sessions.
Repair Service
"Practices can really get monotSun Glauet
onous during ·the season, and
therefore we try to make things
Next daor to Your Dn~gstoro
a little more interesting by doing
4312
Lomas NE
255-6329
differerit things that will break
_,
the monotony," he said.

Listen to KUNM ·
·.·-~

Journal Wants More ··Players ,Patronize tOBO Advertisers

The Albuquerque Journal foot- Your Support."
ball team has put out a desperIn the first game the students
ate plea for more personnel for spotted
the professionals one
the second exhiliition football man. The Lobo team had seven
ganw~ qf. the. year Sunday against
players and the Journal 11quad
the New Mexico Lobo's ·team.
eight seasoned veterans.
In the opening game of the
The Journal .is expected to proyear last Suuday the Lobo news- duce a beefed-up unit Sunday to
men defeated the J ourpal 14-6.
go against the Lobo squad that
After a Lobo· story on the game .will be undermanned because of
the following .note appeared (with the teacher's convention break.
the story) on the Journal bulleThe Journal would not disclose
tin board: "Don't Let Lobo Kids any game plans or practice schedMake Fu~ :o(the Journal ...Sup- ules. The Lobo will have a short
port Your Journal Team ... UNM workout Thursday afternoon to
Practice Fields . . . 11 a.m. Sun- review game films and look at
day ... Everyone Invited . . • We scouting repot•ts.
Need More Players ... We Need
The Lobo staff .is preparing for

.··

What kind do you smoke?
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Whatever kind you smoke,
you owe it to _yourself to
try MONZA Pi~e To~ac~o.
Your favorite p1pe Will gJVe
you more pleasure when
you choose this imported
blend of the world's fine
tobaccos.

move up to
THE IMPORTED PIPE TOBAt;CO
ONLY

30,!

A POUCH

;, '" r

MONZA
PIPE TOBACCO

MONZA

EDITOR
NOOLEY REINHEARDT

NO. HOLL!'!Y._OOD, CALIF.• 91606

(Please Print)
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Name

Sign up at Placement Center
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By CRAIG GUEST
Following the close of baseball
coach Bob Leigh's fall practice
program Friday, he announced
his delight in the performances
f his muscle-flexing hitters and
ais dismay with the uncertainty
of his pitchers.
The program started in September and dealt mostly with
intra-squad games. Statistics
were kept on the games, explaining Leigh's attitudes.
The overall team batting average was .316 while the pitchers'
combined earned run average was
too high for Lobo mathmatician
Greg MacAleese to compile.

How to make
tbemostola
bard·won
eng1neer1ng*
degree
;,

I.

..
!: --~ >:1
'
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Look first at a career with LTV Electrosystems.
Examine your future with the same care and
objectivity you would bring to .a physics experiment.
Evaluate the creative challenge, the chances for advancement, the benefits, the educational opportunities, the company's growth and the location.
Relate the potential to what you want and what
you like. After all, you've spent the past several
years developing your talents and your tastes .. You

should recognize a worthwhile opportunity when
you see one.
We think you'll find a special promise waiting for
you at LTV Electrosystems. Our primary business
is the design and development of highly sophisticated, major electronic systems with an enormous
range of ground, air, sea and space applications.
For the full story, talk it over with our representative when he visits your campus.

Johnson a Surprise
Shortstop Jim Johnson, a
Phoenix Junior College transfer,
"surprised me the most offensively since he hit better than any of
our reports on him said he was
capable of hitting," Leigh said.
Johnson battered his pitching
teammates for a .450 average
along. with 12 RBis in the 16
games that were played.
Leigh is still undecided about
playjng freshman Joe Daniels
who chose the UNM baseball team
over a huge Philadelphia. Phillies
bonus offer. Leigh said that Daniels' .536 fall average pleased him
but was no surprise. Daniels has
only three years of varsity eligibility;
Sallee Pleases Coach
Other than senior Tom Sexton,
the qnly pitcher who pleased
Leigh·: was Ralph Sallee, whose
arm stopped hurting this fall.
Sexton, who was out of school
last year, topped the Lobo mound
crew with an earned run average
of 2.34 during the short season.
About his pitching dilemma
Leigh said, "I'd like to go with
four starters in addition to Sallee
so we. can use him in relief. Sexton, though, has the type of arm
bei'lt suited for relief and if he
continues pitching as he did this

Switch Hitters
You can bet that Frank Kush,
Arizona State coach, is happy he
has a couple of two-way perform,
ers. In the Sun Devils' 33-32 triumph over the University of Texas at El Paso, defensive halfbackquarterback Rick Shaw came off
the bench to throw the final touchdown pass and the winning twopoint conversion aerial; Then split
end Ken Dyer, who had caught
two touchdown passes, switched
to defense (replacing Shaw) and
intercepted a pass on the Arizona
State 20-yard line to halt a lastditch Miner effort.

IT'S DEBE!

Our Engineering representatives will be on campus

Interview•

Please contact your placement office for appointment.

The new HONDA TRAIL 90 BIK,E •••. Featuring
''PosiTorque''· Change froin Street Gearing to
Trail Gearing without changi~g Sprockets or
chains. Simply flip a level and r1de away.

GARLAND DIVISION / GREENVILLE DIVISION

t.!?. .!vlo!S:!a~r!~~-~lumuM~, INC.

L-TV E! ..

An Equal'Oppoi:tunity Employer M/F

~_..,

~

NEW HONDA 90. SCRAMBLER
NOW IN STOCK!

SIMONSON CYCLE CO.
LOWEST PRICES IN NEW MEXICO

P:ciro'i:E:ew MPh 268·4508
0
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Zlupfing is to drinking what
smacking one's lips is tq!
eating.
It's the staccato buzz you
. . . . . , make when draining the last few
___. ~ deliciously tangy drops of
Sprite from the bottle with a
straw.
Zzzzzlllupf!
It's completely uncalled for.
Frowned upon in polite society.
And not appreciated on campus
either.
But. If zlupfing Sprite
is absolutely essential to your
enjoyment; if a good healthy
zlupf is your idea of heaven,
well ... all right.
But have a heart. With a
drink as noisy as Sprite, a
...... little zlupr goes a long, long
way.

W

ALSO
STEREO DECKS
FROM $129.50
Open Friday till 9:00

SOUND by
3011 Monte Vista NE
near the University

SPRITE. SO TART AND
TINGLING, WE JUST COULDN'T
KEEP IT QUIET~
.

This man is:
A. Juggling
B. Throwing pizzas

C. Discussing Venezuelan architecture

D. None of these

C Is correct. Pictured here, Associate Professor Peter Van Deursen Haven discusses
· Venezuelan architecture at Central University in Caracas with students enrolled in
World Campus Afloat-Chapman College
during the Spring 1967 semester at sea.
This group was one of many to fan-out
over Caracas for various course-related
field experiences during the several days
the s.s. RYNDAM, campus and dormitory
for the traveling students and facUlty, was
docked in the South American port.
Professor Haven now teaches art courses
at the University of Miami, Florida. His
students have transferred credits earned
aboard the floating campus to their home
campuses and have resumed regular
classes. One is from South Dakota,
:l..
majoring in Sociology at Tabor College in
Hillsboro, Kansas; another is a junior In Political Science at San Francisco State
College; a third is a sophomore in Latin American Studies at Indiana University and
still another a business student at Santa Monica City College in California.
As you read this, more than 500 students, representing 200 colleges and universities
throughout the country, accompanied by a distinguished faculty, already have
embarked from New York for the Fall 1967 semester which will take them to ports in
Europe, Africa and Asia, returning to Los Angeles via Honolulu.
Students are now enrolling for the Spring 1968 semester and will depart from Los
Angeles to engage in shipboard study supplemented by visits to ports in Peru, Chile,
Argentina, Uruguay, Brazil, Senegal, Morocco, Spain, Greece, 'J}Irkey, Yugoslavia,
Italy, Portugal, The Netherlands and Great Britain, terminating in May in New York.
To discover how you can include the Spring semester at sea in your college plans,
complete the coupon below and mail at once.

r.

I

Friday, November 3

··315 San
. - ' ............_.,.

fall I may be able to use him in
relief and start Sallee."
Redder Hopeful
One possible solution to the
pitching problem is transfer Ed
Redder from Bellville J. C. in Illinois. "Redder had a knee operation early this fall but if he
lives up to his expectations next
spring he will be a great help,"
Leigh said.
Another problem Leigh mentioned was "so many inexperienced people at a lot of positions.
They have a tendancy to make
mental mistakes which we must
correct before we will be a good
ball club."
Season Opens March 1
The team opens its 51-game
schedule in El Paso against the
University of Texas at El Paso
March 1. The first home game is
March 12 against Highlands
University and the Western Athletic Conference opener is slated
for April 5 against Arizona
State .in Tempe.
Leigh refused to comment on
what he expects for next spring
since "a lot can happen before
then in the way of injuries and
eligibility. The tools are there.
Everything depends on how well
we develop mentally and how
well we pay the price to win."

Excellent openings now available at our Garland and Greenville, Texas, facil!ties,

Campa•

Sprite, you recall, is
the sort drink that's
so tart and tingling,
we just couldn't keep
it quiet.·
Flip its lid and it
really flips.
Bubbling, fizzing,
gurgling, hissing and
carrying on all over
the place.
An almost exces. sively lively drink.
Hence, to zlupf is
to· err.
What is zlupfing?

In Fall Baseball Work

State - - - - - - - - - - - - Z i p - - - - - -

*electrical, electronics, mechanical

Please don't
zlupf Sprite.
It makes
plenty of noise
all by itself.

l-lit:t:ers Please Leigh

• ''""'

Street - - - - - - - - - - City - - - - - - -

Equal Opportunity Employer

and the Student

ROMICK'S INTERNATIONAL, INC.
P.O. BOX 3033, DEPT. 213

Interview for Chemical, Mechanical, and Petroleum Engineers;
Chemists, and Physicists
Graduating Seniors or Summer Employment
Tuesday, October 31, 1967

the top football game of the year
on the UN:M campus-The· Lobo
versus Student Senate.
The Sunday contest will again
match the balanced Lob() staff
against a Journal team that only
goes to the air for yardage .
Coaches for both teams say
they have no one on the disabled
list but the Journal did report
many bumps and bruises from
the first contest.
Game time is 11 a.m. Sunday on
the practice fields east of Johnson Gym. The student body is invited to see a winning Lobo team
in action.

TAPE RECORDERS
For the
TEACHER!-

For a COMPLIMENTARY pouch of MC?NZA.PIPE.TOBACCO,
send 10¢ to cover postage and handling With thiS
coupon to:

Department of the Interior
Bureau of Mines Helium Activity
Amarillo, Texas
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Permanent Address
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FlRST
Freshman 0
Sophomore 0
Junior
0
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Zip_'_ Senior
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Graduate
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0 Fall19_ 0 Spring 19- semester at sea.
Age
SAFETY INFORMATION: The s.s. Ryndam,reglstered in the
Netherlands, meets International Safety Standards for
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new ships developed ln 1948.
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L~~~u Alarms Exaggerated, Says DocfoF

Regular Sales Begin Mo(Jday

Open Discussion
"Is the Church Relevant?" will
be discussed at the Christian Student Center, 205 University Blvd.
NE, on Sunday at 7:30p.m. Whit
Herrington, a part-time st.udent
at UNM and minister of the
Netherwood Park Church of
Christ will be the "Moments of
Challenge" speaker. All students
are invited to attend.

Juggler To be Distributed
At Friday Football Game
The Juggler, UNM's humor
magazine, will be ready for distribution at Friday's game with
Texaa Western at University
Stadium, The magazine's regular
sales begin Monday on the Union
Mall 11nd in the Bookstore, said
M11rk Wiesen, newly appointed

STARTS
FRIDAY

Vreeland Recognized
In Italian Publication

·(ONE OF THE FINEST

MOTION PICTURES IN
MANY YEARS!''

-Coronel Mo£1azlno

Actress Pat Becker is Qne of
many stars scheduled to appear
at the Hollywood Spectacular, a
benefit for the New Mexico Mental Health Association, Friday at
8 :30 p.m. in Albuquerque's City
Auditorium. Tickets are available
at the Plaza Bookstore, Reidling
Music, and the Mental Health
Association office.

Best-Dresed Girl

Glamour Contest
Slated for Nov. 9

RODSIIIR
TIPAWB8181
- - - - - PLUS

FOR
AllltiE

YOUNG

LOVERS
OF THE
WORLD

UNM's "Best-Dressed Girl on
Campus contest," sponsored by
Theta Sigma Phi, women's journalism honorary, as a part of
G I amour Magazine's national
competition, will open Nov. 9 with
an elimination tea.
Fifteen finalists will be chosen
to appear in the Union Ballroom
Dec. 'l in three outfits, a campus
outfit, a street ensemble, and a
party dress.
The deadline for entries in the
contest is Nov. 2 and each contestant must be sponsored by a
UNM club or organization. However, each organization may enter
as many girls as it wishes. The
entry fee is $5 for each contestant.
Organizations may receive contest information and entry blanks
by contacting the journalism department office in the journalism
building.

Newman Center
A dance will be held at the
Newman Center Saturday from
8:30-11:30 p.m. Admission is $1
per person.

An Invitation to Learn of - - CHALLENGING EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES
WITH

THE NAVY'S LARGEST R&D LABORATORY
MICHELSON LABORATORY

Thomas Vreeland, chairman of
the UNM department of architecture, has been recognized as
one of the leaders in American
architecture in the internationally
noted Italian publication, Zodiac
17.
Young American architects are
noted along with detailed studies
of urban renewal planning and design for modern living.
Vreeland's designs, produced
with Frank Schlesinger, include
bis pictures and plans for his urban swim club and therapeutic
research laboratory, both Philadelphia architectural landmarks.

WANT ADS

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
4. line ad., 66~-4 times, $2,00. Iruertlons
must be submitted by noon on day before
public:atlon to Room 159, Student Pnbllc:ations BuiJdin&", or telephone 277-4002 or
277-4.102.

TRANSPORTATION WANTED
MORNING ride wanted from vicinity of
Rio Bravo and Isleta SW daily or occasionally, Call 87'1-3172. 10/20, 23, 25,
30.

FOR SALE
1954 Jag XK120M Roadster-New Brakeo,

Tireo, Upholstery, Cluteh, Pant. Fiberglass top. Call Jerry at 277-4392.

'67 Ford. Rebuilt engine_ transmission &:
cluteh. '400. Make offer. Call Ruoty
247·2148.
USED CYCLES: 1964 BMW $450; 1967
l50cc Suzuki $295 : 1964 Bianchi $100.
Cycle Sport, 1820 Lomas NE. 10/19, 20,
23, 25.

assistant editor of the magazine.
Wiesen wasn't willing to give
details but he admitted that the
magazine will bave "a huge expose of drugs on campus.''
"We got tired of all the platitudes always going around about
drugs, so we decided. to tell allwhere to get drugs, who uses
them, and what current prices
are. Sort of a public service,'~
added Wiesen.
Rob Burton, Juggler editor,
quoted W. C. Fields, "We must
strive to uplift and instruct while
we entertain," in referring to the
drug story.
The Juggler has also branched
out into poetry, said Wiesen. "We
acted in response to wide feeling
that the T-Bird, the U.'s literary
magazine, wasn't publishing representative poetry on campus. Or
if it was, it shouldn't be,'' he
said.
The magazine will be sold for
15 cents to card-carrying members of the ASUNM, the staff's
business manager Ron Bell said,
"All you have to do," he said, "is
show the card to the salesgirl or
salesman." All others will pay 35
cents.

, .~Collegiate

erVJce
_ P(lli':J.'LAND, Ore. -. "If you
, . hll:-ye taken· LSD, don't worry,"
· BllYs. Dt. Jose Egozcue, a genetic
sper!lalist at the Oregon Regional
··· Primate·Center. "The drug is not
d
a&:
angerous
recent publicity
.. has led
people as
to believe.''

Wednesday, November 8, 8:15
p.m. University Arena
Tickets $3.00, $5.00 & $6.00.
Students $2.00, $4.00 & $5.00
Tickets Available at

ENGINEERING (E.E./M.E./ChE./AEROSPACE)
PHYSICS (ALL DEGREES)
MATHEMATICS (ALL DEGREES)
RESEARCH- DESIGN- DEVELOPMENT· EVALUATION

MONDAY & TUESDAY-30 & 31 OCTOBER
Please schedule interview
with your Placement Officer
U.S. Citizenship Required

ISS

cause he _has circulated among
them, takmg blood samples out
of their arms. So far over 80 peopie have volunteered blood. Their
LSD .experiences vary from only
one trip to more than 100 LSD
trips.
Seeks Chromosome D!lmage
"I'm looking for chromosome
damage," he .said, "and LSD does
cause at 1east one chromosome,
'Philadelphia one,' found in circulating blood cells, to become
broken.'' (This condition bears
some resemblance to leukemia but
it is not leukemia). "As far as 1
know, Philadelphia-one breakage
will not cause any permanent
damage.'' He added that the condition would probably disappear
in about ten years after the last
LSD dose.
Dr. Egozcue is one of the few
h
· th

~~~:~rcsa%~{:S f~oc~uni~Dtou:~:

Our Seventy-First Year of Editorial

PAIN AND
PLEASURE
In COLOR i:t ADULTS O.NLY

10/19, 20, 28, 25.

i

MUST SELL-1966 BSA Mark II Spitfire
$900. Call 242-6919.

I

SERVICES
TYPEWRITER Sales & Services, ell
makes. 20 percent dlseount witl:i this ad.
Free plcknp and delivery. Open untU 8
p.m. on Monday & tl:iursday. E & E
Typewriter Service, 2217 Coal SE, Phone

. AS USUAL TERRY STONE'S passing tells the
story of the New Mexico football efforts this
season. Stone is shown here throwing from his
endzone against the University of Texas at El

Paso. F.tiday The onrushing Miner line was a
familiar sight for Stone who was thrown for 53
yards in losses on the ground in the 75-12 Joss to
the Miners. (UNM photo)

243·0588.

PERSONALS

qeology Seminar 'SucCessful'
i\n experimental seminar on
the geological sciences held at
UNM last weekend accomplished
what it set out to do, Dr. Roger
Anderson, UNM geology professor, said yest.erday.
The seminar, sponsored by the
National Science Foundation,
drew together 30 upper-level undergraduate and lower-level graduate students in geology from colleges throughout the United
States.
Most students agreed that the
training they received in school
is not adequate, Anderson said.
If a student realizes this by himself, he can create his own motivation to improve,. he said.
"This wol'ks much better than
if one tries to tell a student what
is good for him and what is not,"
Anderson said,

"TALES OF TERROR..
Sun. 5:00 & 8:00 PM

When Out
WEST
Try Franks
PIZZA
No. 2
5700 Central SW

.

50¢

Union Theatre
•

r .-

.l

You Are Invited
Across the Street to

FRANK'S PIZZA
- THE PIZZA KINGWe are open to serve you from
10:00 AM· 3:00 AM- Fri., Sat., Sun. to 4:00 AM

Houu : ;:~~t '··TomatPoiZ&ZCA.·heese $for
AM

Fri., Sat,. Sun.

~llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllflllllllll/llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
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U. Honors System

Past ASUNM President Dan
Dennison and Jim McAdams, National Supervisory Board member for NSA, were listed by
Joule as "resource personnel" for
the convention. Joule will be a
non-voting delegate.
"Any student interested in beA change in the UNM Honors
ing a delegate to the convention grading system has been anshould contact me or John Thor- nounced by :Pr. Dudley Wynn,
son at the student government program director.
offices in the Union," Joule said.
The change is to encourage
"We are considering the pos- wide-spread student participation
sibility o;f selecting an at-large in General Honors courses, he
student delegate if response is said.
good. Final selections of delegates
traditional grades of A, !fl.
will be completed Wednesday," C, The
D, and F have been set aside
Joule said.
in favor of an A grade indicating
Representatives from UNM, honors,
CR (credit) given :for
passing, and NE for failure.
Dr. Wynn noted that the A
grade will be treated as in the
past, with each hour counting
for four points in the scholarship
"Construction #72,11 Jose de index. The fail grade will be
Rivera's modern sculpture owned given no credit and will not be
by UNM, is pictured in the Oct. recorded.
13 issue of Time mal!'azine as the
Faculty members hope that ·
work continues to garner national more good students will join the
acclaim.
ten-year-old Honors program or
The sculptu1·e is part of a Phil- enroll for specific courses if there
adelphia lUuseum of Art exhibit is no penalty attached for low
grades.
on "Sculpture of the '60s.''
The work is expected back at
They also look upon the proUNM about December. It left in gram as a pilot · operation to
May for display in the Los An- study possible changes in all gradgeles County Museum of Art.
ing systems, Dr. Wynn addeit"'

U!s •construction•
Featured in Time

DOUBLE FEATURE

Sat. 7:00 & 10:00 PM

New Mexico State University,
Eastern New Mexico University,
Westsrn New Mexico University,
Highlands University, College of
Santa Fe, University of Albuquerque, New Mexico Tech, and
the College of Artesia will be
present at the convention.
Lt. Gov. E. Lee Fra, ' ~~
nalillo county Represe1 .. .
(Continued on page 5)

To Revise Grades

1*

PERSONALITY POSTERS. PSYCltADELIC POSTERS & BUTTONS. If we
don't have them, Uum you don't want
them. Send for B8mples and list. MA·
DAM BUTTERFLY'S Gl!t Shop, 4609
E. Colfax, Denver, Colorado. 80220,
WANT the lln""t in food the moot
pleasant dining room and convenient
sc1-ving hours.? Eat at The College Inn.
Limited number or meal tickets now
available. Prked tl!l low M $2.75 per
day. Phone 243-2881.

Delegates Named
To Ruidoso Meet

rec~or.

Stark Realism
Never Before
Presented

LOVELY white brick front borne. 3 bd.
rm., dining room,
baths, den, Near
freew&l'B, 15 min. to Univ. Many ·extras. w /w carpets, drapes, beated oversize 2 car garage. Fully landscaped,
front & back aprinklers. Listed at FHA
appraisal Owner leaving N. Mex. Call
299-5865. 10/18 contd.
PLAYBOY Student Rate $6.50, save $3.00.
Order several Christmas gilt anbseriptions now. Call student rep. 247-9082.

"from off the street." ''I sample
"I wouldn't take it myself," he
people who take drugs just for a
said
of LSD, but he believes the
kick; most LSD research is done
dangerous
aspect of the drug has
on persons who take the drug been greatly
inflated by many
under laboratory-controlled con~ popular periodicals. He said, "No
ditions. I get a much bigger vari- one is sure how much damage, if
ety.''
any, the drug causes in brain
ValuablQ~ Contn'but1'on
cells and nobody really knows, in
Dr. Egozcue comes off as an the brain, what is psychological
honest man. As a medical re- and what is physiological."
searcher he is convinced his work
He said there could be a remay be a valuable contribution lationship between "bad trips"
toward unlocking the "secrets" of and brain-cell damage, but noLSD. He is scrupulously careful body really knows. He said in his
in his experiments, as only a man own field, chromosome research,
who loves his work can be. To his work is still in an infant
the people who volunteered blood stage. At any time he might dissamples, Dr. Egozcue has proven cover evidence that LSD does do
he can be trusted to keep their permanent or serious damage--Q;oidentities anonymous.
humans, he said.

Four of the eight UNM delegates to the New Mexico Association of College Student Governments convention to be held in
Ruidoso Nov. 8-5 have been selected.
Tom Joule, Association President, said the delegates are John
Thorson, Associated Students
president; Bill Carr, Associated
Students vice-president;
Ron
Curry, student senator; and John
Bakas, International Center di-

Fine Arts Box Office

By Scheduling an Interview with
PAUL B. HOMER

. .

~~t~~:NEW MEXICO

CHINA LAKE, CALIFORNIA
I'

5 ?r1 ~~s, drug-mduced abnormal-

tJes.
Damage Not Universal
Not everyone who has taken
LSD sustains chromosome damage. "LSD, if taken in small
d
oses, about 150 mics, · rarely
ca u sea b roken chromosomes, " sa1.'d
Dr. Egozcue. He said that the
:: ·:1Egozc~e is considered, along· number of trips a person has
. -"·WI h. ·Ma1mon M. Cohen, o:l; the
taken is probably not 1"mportant,
St te u .. · · ·
DIVersity of New York as· that it is the size of the dose
a
one' of the' Cb'llntry's most kndwl- which determines the amount of
· '!e-dge·able LSD ·researchers. He damage, if any. "LSD is not ad.
·· has· ' often been quoted in the dictive, he added, "but it can be
Amedcan press, though he says habit-forming, like tobacco.''
..~~a~ .lllll.ny·. of the warnings
Dr. Egozcue, a young man who
sounded aagmst 'LSD by national is not afraid to answer truthfully
····:miigazines· are alarmist and false. some of the questions which pla"I" don't· think LSD will cause gue LSD users, 1's a p1'oneer 1·.n
~nydone to get leukemia," he said, the field of relating chromsome
·an as long as a mother does damage to LSD.
not take the drug during the first
He is a well-known personality
months of her pregnancy her to Portland's drug-using commuchild is not likely to hav: any nity, both hippie and straight, be• _ .. _ .

NAVAL WEAPONS CENTER

I.

PreR~E~

i

Nancy Ames
Nancy Ames will nppear tonight in the UNM Concert
Hall at 8:15 p.m. sponsored by
the Women's Auxiliary of Allied Beverage Industry. Ad·
mission prices arc $5, $4, and
$3.50 for reserved seats. Tickets are on sale at the Concert
Hall box office,

'

FREE& FAST
DELIVERY

2 PM·3 AM
An Equal Opportunity Employer

2600 CENTRAL SE
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The seminar used lectures and
small discussion groups to pre·
sent recent concepts in all fields
of geology, and enabled students
to meet specialists in these fields.
. Participating professors were
Anderson; Dr. Edgar F. Cruft,
UNM assistant professor of geology; Robert N. Ginsburg of Johns
Hopkins University; John W.
Harbaugh of Stanford University; and Theodore R: Walker
of the University of Colorado.

Each specialist presented a
brief lecture on his field and led
small discussion groups highlighted by demonstrations and
student participation. A general
discussion session and a· brief
field trip were included.
UNM was awarded a small
grant from NSF to pay transportation costs for participating students. The seminar was held for
the first time on an experimental
basis.

Profesor HerbertTingsten

'Encl of Swedish Idealogy' to Be Topic
Of Political Scientist's Talk Tonight
Swedish professor Herbert
Tingsten, one of the woi'ld's most
distinguished political scientists,
will lecture at 8 tonight in the
Union Theater.
Prof. Tingsten will speak on
"The End of Ideology in Sweden.''
The lecture is sponsored by the
Graduate School Committee on
Visiting Lecturers.
Tingsten is a former editor of
Dagens Nyhete1•, Scandannvia's ·
most influential daily newspaper.
He has written more tlmn 35
boolts including many works on

political institutions and history
America, Sweden, and England.
This fall Tingsten is serving as
the George A. Miller Visiting
Professor of Political Science at
the University of IIIinois. His
present specific interests are the
political ideas of Henry James
and the study of children's textbooks from the point of· view of
tl1eit· ideological content.
Tingsten 's lecture will be open
to the public at no hcarge. ·
i11

Win Tickets to See
An~y Williams-Henry Mancini
Do You Love The Lobo?
Do You Hate The Lobo?
Could You Care Less About The Lobo?
(Have you ever heard of The Lobo?)
Write in 75 words or less your thoughts or feelings about any
of these subjects and you can win tickets to the Williams-Maneini
concert, Wednesday, Nov. 8, or ~ne of 25 albums by the two
performers.
· CONTEST RULES .
Open to UNlll students only.
One entry lJer student.
J<:ntri<!!l must be received at Lober office l>y 2 l>.ln., Sunday, Nov. 5.
No members of Student Pul>lications stnll;s eligible.
l·:ntrie6 will be judg<d by Lobo staff.
6. Be"t thrC!' entries will receive two tickets each to Williatns·Mancini coneert,
Univt,.sity Arena, Wednesday, Nov. s. Next 25 entries will receive Williams or
:Mancini record albums.
1. Whtnell! will bn announced in The Lobo Monday, Nov. G.
8. Prizes must be claimcu nt Student Publications business office (Journalism
Building) by 4 v.m. Wednesday, Nov. 8, Unclaimed prizes will be forfeited.
1.
2.
3
4,
G.
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